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Abstract 

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) based techniques have been used widely to study functional 

properties of ferroelectrics. In this thesis, we investigated the application of AFM tips loaded 

with different stress ranges (from ~nN to ~µN) on ferroelectric thin films at the nanoscale.  

AFM tips applied with tens of nN force were used for careful characterization of ferroelectric 

switching on an inhomogeneous Pb(Zr,Ti)O3 (PZT) thin film. Different switching loops and 

domains were obtained after performing band excitation piezoelectric spectroscopy (BEPS) on 

the film at adjacent nanoscale areas. By combining BEPS, piezoresponse force microscopy 

(PFM), transmission electron microscope (TEM) and machine learning, abnormal loops were 

clustered and proved to be induced from various mechanisms including electrostatic, 

ferroelastic, and charge injection, which was mediated by defect-led microstructural variations.  

Applied stress in a large force range up to ~1 µN on ferroelectric BiFeO3 (BFO) thin films 

showed significantly enhanced injection currents, much larger than typical switching currents, 

induced by polarization switching via conductive atomic force microscopy. This injected 

current can be effectively modulated by applying mechanical force. As the loading force 

increases from tens of nN to hundreds of nN, the magnitude of the injected current increases 

and the critical voltage to trigger the current injection decreases. Notably, changing the loading 

force by an order of magnitude increases the peak current by several orders of magnitude. The 

mechanically boosted injected current could be useful for the development of high-density 

FeRAM devices. The mechanical modulation of injected current may be attributed to the 

mechanical force-induced changes in barrier height and width of the interfacial layer.  

AFM tips with these forces can characterize or modulate ferroelectric related properties. We 

therefore expected that larger force (tens of µN) can further remove ferroelectric materials for 

nanomechanical machining as ferroelectrics are important candidate materials for a wide range 

of applications including data storage and actuators. AFM-based machining of ferroelectric 

nanostructures offers advantages such as low damage and low-cost modification for already-

fabricated thin films. Through a systematic investigation of a broad range of AFM parameters, 

we demonstrate that AFM-based machining provides a low-cost option to rapidly modify local 

regions of the BFO thin film, as well as fabricate a range of different nanostructures, including 

a nanocapacitor array with individually addressable ferroelectric elements. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction  

1.1 Subject of thesis 

Ferroelectrics, denominated due to the similarity with ferromagnetic materials which exhibit a 

spontaneous magnetization that experiences hysteresis in a magnetic field, are a group of 

crystals that have a spontaneous electric polarization and has hysteretic polarization in an 

electric field. Ferroelectrics do not have a center of symmetry and are also piezoelectric, which 

means the crystal exhibits electric polarity when subject to stress. Pressure applied to the 

piezoelectric crystal can cause a charge flow in a certain direction, and this phenomenon is 

called the piezoelectric effect. Conversely, the electric field applied to the piezoelectric crystals 

can cause crystal deformation which is called the converse piezoelectric effect. This converse 

piezoelectric effect causes sample deformation such as expansion or constriction related to the 

direction of electric field. Besides, as a dielectric material, it also has the electrostrictive effect 

(the sample shape changes under the applied electric field) caused by the displacement of ions 

in the crystal lattice in the external electric field. Even though both the piezoelectric effect and 

the electrostrictive effect can cause sample deformation, the piezoelectric effect which is a 

linear effect with a deformation related to the electric direction, differs from the electrostrictive 

effect which is a smaller quadratic effect and with a deformation unrelated to the direction of 

the electric field. In ferroelectrics, the crystal will expand if the polarization is in the same 

direction as the applied electric field and contract if they are opposite.1 These special properties 

of ferroelectric materials have led to widespread applications like actuators, ultrasound 

generators, transducers, energy harvesting, and in particular, data storage.2-5 Memory devices 

are based on the different polarization directions, which can be reversed by electric fields and 

represent the readable and writable binary data.3 A stable domain state can represent a potential 

memory cell, while high-density memories can be achieved by reducing the domain size. The 

correlation between memories and domains led to the interest of researchers on the domain 

dynamics and domain switching on the nanoscale. Various domain structures such as vortices, 

skyrmions, four-quadrant closure structures, which critically depends on the energies related to 

local defects, adjacent surfaces and crystallographic anisotropy have been observed.6 As with 

tuning, electric fields have been used to manipulate the polarization in both vertical and lateral 

directions.7 Apart from the electric method, some other parameters like strain which have strong 

coupling with ferroelectric properties, prove an additional degree of freedom to modulate 
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ferroelectric domains and switching.8-10 The derivative phenomena coming along with the 

polarization switching process are also of great interest, like current flow or photovoltaic effects, 

which can be a readable signal for the polarization states.11, 12 Moreover, due to the high-density 

demand of memory devices mentioned above, scaling down the size of ferroelectrics along with 

nanoscale studies are urgently needed. A number of studies have been done in fabricating high 

quality well-ordered ferroelectric nano capacitors.13 On the nanoscale, the depolarization field 

and strain engineering plays a more important role, suggesting that numerous novel phenomena 

can emerge easily, such as topological domain structures, bringing further promise for 

ferroelectrics towards science and applications.14  

To study ferroelectric materials on the nanoscale, atomic force microscopy (AFM)-based 

techniques including piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM) have been used widely in the 

localized characterization of ferroelectrics. The topography of the surface can be measured by 

applying a gentle force (tens of nN) without causing damage to the surface.15 The tip itself can 

be vibrated consistently with the deformation of the ferroelectrics due to good contact under 

low force. Due to the strong coupling of the ferroelectricity and strain, the ferroelectric domain 

structure and the switching behaviors can be detected by applying external electric fields from 

the tip which is in contact with the sample surface.16-18 Besides, the tip can be not only a detector 

of the ferroelectric properties, but also a tool for modulating ferroelectrics by applying an 

external electric field, strain, and temperature.7, 9, 19 Various novel phenomena have emerged, 

such as stress-induced conductive mixed phase boundaries under tip modulation of applied 

force.20 Furthermore, with an even larger strain applied from the tip, machining of and 

systematic deformation of the ferroelectric surface can also be carried out by an AFM tip, and 

3D tomography images of underlying domain structure can be achieved in this way.21  

Due to the sensitivity in the relationship between strain and ferroelectricity, further 

investigations on ferroelectric films such as Pb(Zr,Ti)O3 (PZT) and BiFeO3 (BFO) with 

different stress loaded from the AFM tip are vital to advance the prospering scientific field of 

stress-mediated ferroelectric technology. The aim of this thesis is how stress-mediated 

technology can be used in characterization, tuning, and fabrication of ferroelectrics at the 

nanoscale. In particular, these three aspects are presented separately. 

(1): Characterization. 

How to identify the origin of nanoscale switching behavior obtained from PFM on a 

heterogeneous PZT film?  
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PFM has proven to be a highly effective tool in exploring underpinning switching behavior in 

ferroelectrics by measuring the electromechanical response while the tip is in gentle contact the 

sample surfaces. The nanoscale electromechanical response is inherently complex in nature and 

the success of PFM hinges on the ability to differentiate between piezoelectric and non-

piezoelectric contributions such as electrostatics, electrochemical, electrostrictive and charge 

injection-related effects to in turn interpret different hysteresis loop shapes across samples or 

microstructures of the same sample.22-24 This becomes particularly important in situations 

where the intrinsic ferroelectric response deviates from the conventional behavior or the 

response is mediated by factors such as defect-led microstructural variations. Even though a 

number of different studies have applied a range of different PFM-based techniques to delineate 

piezoelectric and non-piezoelectric contributions to measured PFM signal,25, 26 highly 

inhomogeneous samples where a range of different switching behaviors existed nearby have 

rarely been studied.  

(2): Tuning. 

What is the change in the interface of BFO film and how can the injected current be tuned in 

the switching process when pressure applied to the film? 

When scaling the lateral size of the ferroelectric random access memory (FeRAM) device down 

to the nanometer range, the polarization switching-induced displacement current becomes small 

and challenging to detect, which greatly limits the storage density of FeRAM. Injected current 

which originates from a polarization switching-induced change in the barrier height of the non-

ferroelectric interfacial layer (IL) on the ferroelectric surface has been reported to be more than 

two orders of magnitude larger than the displacement current (typically a few pA), which 

provides a promising way to downscale FeRAM devices.27 However, the initial barrier height 

of the IL is very large, and can impede the charge transfer and thus make the injected current 

much smaller than expected.28 Mechanical force with an AFM tip can systematically modify 

the tunneling current across an ultrathin dielectric film due to the flexoelectric control of the 

tunneling barrier profile.29 Therefore, applied pressure may play a major role in the tuning of 

IL of the ferroelectric BFO film and cases changes in the polarization switching-induced 

injected current.  

 (3): Fabrication. 

What parameters affect AFM-based machining in ferroelectric films? And how can ferroelectric 

nanostructures be fabricated accurately with an AFM tip? 
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Atomic force microscopy (AFM) has been utilized for nanomechanical machining of various 

materials including polymers, metals, and semiconductors.30 Despite being important candidate 

materials for a wide range of applications including data storage and actuators, ferroelectric 

materials have rarely been machined via AFM. AFM-based machining of ferroelectric 

nanostructures offers advantages over established techniques, such as bottom-up approaches 

and focused ion beam milling, in select cases where low damage and low-cost modification of 

already-fabricated thin films are required. However, a systematic investigation of a broad range 

of AFM parameters such as the magnitude of applied force by the AFM tip and machining angle 

on ferroelectrics has not yet been studied.  

1.2 Thesis outline  

The thesis “Characterization, tuning, and fabrication by nanoscale stress on ferroelectric thin 

films” is organized in seven chapters.  

The first three chapters are the motivation of the thesis and the background knowledge of the 

material and methods used in the thesis. The first chapter “Introduction” introduces the 

scientific problem that is going to be solved, briefly, using strain related AFM-based techniques 

(different forces applied from the tip) in domain switching, domain switching derivative 

phenomena and fabrication in ferroelectrics in nanoscale. The second “Background” chapter 

covers the basic information of ferroelectric materials, the stress effect in ferroelectrics, and the 

structural information of PZT and BFO which are used in this thesis. The third chapter, 

“Experimental methods”, includes the sample preparation methods and parameters, the AFM 

based technique in characterization, tuning, and fabrication, the TEM based technique in 

achieving structure and chemical information, and the machine learning method used in data 

analysis. 

The last four chapters are the experimental works that have been performed during my Ph.D. 

In the fourth chapter “Characterizing switching behaviors across an inhomogeneous 

Pb(Zr0.53,Ti0.47)O3 thin film”, the origin of the switching behavior of PZT was investigated by 

using PFM with gentle force (nNs) on the AFM tip to detect the sample deformation. The fifth 

chapter, “Tuning polarization switching-induced injected current by mechanical force in 

BiFeO3 film” studies the polarization-switching induced injected current enhancement by 

manipulating the interface layer by applying a range of local stresses with an AFM tip. The 

sixth chapter “Investigation of AFM-based machining of ferroelectric thin films at the 

nanoscale” studies the machining and nanofabrication on the ferroelectric thin films when even 
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larger forces (µNs) from the AFM tip were applied. Each chapter contains detailed experimental 

methods and can exist as stand-alone chapters that can be read separately. The seventh chapter, 

“Summary, conclusions and future work” covers all the research discussed in the thesis and 

provides suggestions for future work based on this thesis. 
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 Chapter 2: Background 

2.1 Ferroelectric materials 

Ferroelectrics are materials which have their own net permanent dipole moment without an 

external electric field. The name is given according to ferromagnetic materials which 

analogously possess a net permanent magnetic dipole.  

2.1.1 Ferroelectric polarization 

A symmetric molecule has no dipole. However, many simple molecules are not symmetric and 

have a dipole moment 𝑝, which can be written as Equation 2.1.  

                                     𝑝 = ∫ 𝑑𝑉𝜌 (𝑟)𝑟                                                        (2.1) 

where 𝜌(𝑟) is the charge density in the molecule consisting of positive nuclear and negative 

charge density. In the ferroelectric material which has multiple molecules, the total dipole 

amount is  

                                                   𝑝 = ∑ 𝑝𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑒                                                         (2.2) 

The polarization �⃗⃗� can be defined as the dipole moment per unit volume. 

                       �⃗⃗� =
�⃗�

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒
=

�⃗�𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑒

𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑒
=

𝑑𝑖𝑜𝑝𝑙𝑒 𝑚𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙

𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙
           (2.3) 

The polarization (𝑃) of ferroelectric materials provides a hysteresis behavior with the electric 

field (𝐸) which can be drawn as Figure 2.1. The point O where no electric field is applied shows 

a neutral state in the material ( ∑ �⃗⃗�𝑖 = 0 ) where the ferroelectric material has different 

polarizations directions which add up to zero. With the applied positive electric field, the 

polarization can be switched into the same direction with the electric field causing ∑ �⃗⃗�𝑖 ≠ 0. 

And later the polarization is satisfied at ∑ �⃗⃗�𝑖 = �⃗⃗�𝑠 where all dipoles point in the same direction. 

However, the polarization is not reduced in the same path when the applied electric field 
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decreases, the polarization remains at �⃗⃗�𝑟  which is called the remnant polarization when the 

electric field decreases to zero. The polarization only reduces to zero when a negative coercive 

electric field (−̵𝐸𝑐) is applied before reaching �⃗⃗�𝑠 in the opposite direction when all polarization 

points parallel to the negative electric field direction.1 

 

Figure 2.1: Schematic of a polarization-electric field ferroelectric hysteresis loop. 

2.1.2 Thermodynamic description 

Ferroelectric materials have their critical “Curie temperature” (𝑇𝐶) where the material phase 

transition happens. Above the 𝑇𝐶, the ferroelectric transitions to a paraelectric state where no 

permanent net dipole moment exists in the material without an applied electric field. To 

understand the thermodynamic state of the ferroelectric system during a phase transition, we 

can apply Landau-Devonshire theory in bulk ferroelectric systems with spatially uniform 

polarization.2  

If we only expand the free energy with a single component of polarization (𝑃) at an electric 

field (𝐸), the free energy can be expressed as  

                                              𝐹𝑝 =
1

2
𝑎𝑃2 +

1

4
𝑏𝑃4 +

1

6
𝑐𝑃6 − 𝐸𝑃                                             (2.4) 

where a, b and c are coefficients in each term of the even powers of the order parameters, 
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respectively. The equilibrium configuration for the state is where 𝐹𝑝 reaches a minimum that is 

          
𝜕𝐹𝑃

𝜕𝑃
= 𝑎𝑃 + 𝑏𝑃3 + 𝑐𝑃5 − 𝐸 = 0                                     (2.5) 

Therefore, the electric field E can be expressed as a function of polarization. 

  𝐸 = 𝑎𝑃 + 𝑏𝑃3 + 𝑐𝑃5                                                (2.6) 

In Landau-Devonshire theory, a can be expanded to ~𝑎0(𝑇 − 𝑇0) near the critical Curie point 

(𝑇0) and indicates different phases for 𝑎 > 0 and 𝑎 < 0. Free energy can be expressed as the 

following with the temperature-dependent a.             

             𝐹𝑝 =
1

2
𝑎0(𝑇 − 𝑇0)𝑃2 +

1

4
𝑏𝑃4 +

1

6
𝑐𝑃6 − 𝐸𝑃                             (2.7) 

As 𝑎0  and 𝑐  are positive in all known ferroelectrics, the free energy transformed between 

ferroelectric and paraelectric state will be determined by the b coefficient. 

When 𝑏 > 0, a second-order transition occurs at 𝑇 = 𝑇0. The free energy evolves continuously 

when the temperature decreases and achieves a minimum at finite polarizations ±𝑃0 (peaks in 

Figure 2.2a). If E is set to 0, we can retain the two lowest-order terms from Equation 2.5 as all 

terms are positive, and higher-order terms are small. Then 𝑃0 can be estimated to  

                          𝑃0 = {
𝑎0

𝑏
(𝑇0 − 𝑇)}

1

2                                                 (2.8) 

As illustrated in Figure 2.2c, the spontaneous polarization 𝑃 will increase when temperature 

decreases from 𝑇 = 𝑇0.  

When 𝑏 < 0, the free energy is sketched in Figure 2.2b. Unlike the free energy for 𝑏 > 0, 𝑇 ≥

𝑇0 where minima occur at 𝑃 = 0 and increases with the value of polarization, the free energy 

has a subsidiary minimum when 𝑃 ≠ 0 for 𝑏 < 0. When 𝑇 = 𝑇0, there must be two minima in 

free energy below the unpolarized state. Thus, the Curie temperature 𝑇𝑐 must exceed 𝑇0, and 

the free energy reaches zero at ±𝑃0 when 𝑇 = 𝑇𝑐. This phase transition is called first-order or 

discontinuous. 
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Figure 2.2: (a, c) Second-order and (b, d) first-order phase transition. (a, b) Free energy of phase 

transition at different temperatures. (c, d) Spontaneous polarization P at different 

temperatures. 

2.1.3 Effect of stress 

Ferroelectric materials are quite sensitive to elastic stress due to the strong coupling between 

polarization and their mechanical deformation. We can add in the strain-dependent term into 

the free energy expansion by Landau theory to understand this stress effect in ferroelectrics. 

The lowest order terms of a uniaxial ferroelectric will be of the following form  

                𝐹𝑠 =
1

2
𝐾𝑠2 + 𝑑𝑠𝑃2 − 𝑠𝜎                                            (2.9) 

The first term represents Hooke’s law and shows that the elastic energy stored in a solid is 

dependent on the square of the distortion. Here, 𝐾  is one of the elastic constants and 𝑠  is a 

component of the strain field. In the second term, 𝑑 and 𝑃 are the electrostrictive  coefficient 

and polarization, respectively, and this term describes the coupling of strain and spontaneous 

polarization. The reason for the energy being linear to the strain while quadratic to the 

polarization is the symmetry of the transition (two opposite polarization directions are 

symmetric and coupled to one component of strain, see Figure 2.3). In the third term, 𝜎 is the 
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applied stress and this term indicates the effect of the applied stress on free energy. 

 

Figure 2.3: Strain in two crystals with different polarization orientations. 

Now the free energy equation consists of two terms which are 𝐹𝑠 and the 𝐹𝑃 (see Equation2.4), 

𝐹 = 𝐹𝑠 + 𝐹𝑝 . The equilibrium behavior can be obtained by minimizing the free energy 

concerning both 𝑃 and 𝑠. 

                                 
𝜕𝐹(𝑃,𝑠)

𝜕𝑃
=

𝜕𝐹(𝑃,𝑠)

𝜕𝑠
= 0                                                   (2.10) 

The second term, which is strain related. can be expressed as,           

                    
𝜕𝐹(𝑃,𝑠)

𝜕𝑠
= 𝐾𝑠 + 𝑑𝑃2 − 𝜎 = 0                                            (2.11) 

According to Equation 2.11, several different limits can be considered. Now if we consider that 

the polarization is zero (the second term 𝑑𝑃2  is zero), we can get Hooke’s law 𝑠 = 𝜎/𝐾 . 

Conversely, if the strain is zero (𝑠 = 0) when a stress is applied on the material, specifically for 

thin epitaxial films on a lattice constant-matched substrate, which is free to relax the strain 

energy, the free energy expression is the same as previously described with no strain considered. 

The last case is to consider no stress (𝜎 = 0) applied on the material, and we can obtain   

                                                          𝑠 = −𝑑𝑃2/𝐾                                                         (2.12) 

Therefore, the strain is proportional to the square of the polarization. The free energy equation 

can be expressed as the following expression after substituting the strain as a function of 

polarization.  

            𝐹(𝑃, 𝑠(𝑃)) =
1

2
𝑎𝑃2 +

1

4
(𝑏 −

2𝑑2

𝐾
) 𝑃4 +

1

6
𝑐𝑃6 + ⋯ − 𝐸𝑃                    (2.13) 
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Now, from the second term, we can see the first-order transition still occurs and is even more 

strongly driven when 𝑏 < 0 , which results in an increase of 𝑇0 . When 2𝑑2/𝑘 > 𝑏 > 0 , a 

second-order phase transition can arise in a clamped system where strain can be relaxed, such 

as BaTiO3.3  

The effect of stress is more dramatic in thin films due to the elastic interaction in the interface 

of the substrate and film. The stress-induced effect will be discussed more later in Section 2.2.3. 

2.2 Ferroelectric domain and domain switching 

In ferroelectrics, a region where the polarization is uniform and points in the same direction is 

called a domain. The change of orientation of the polarization in a domain is called domain 

switching. 

2.2.1 Ferroelectric domains  

Most ferroelectrics have natural domains that orient in different directions due to non-uniform 

strain, natural defects, or for energetic reasons. Here, we give an example of an ideal, defect-

free, uniform sample to show how energetic reasons lead to the formation of a multidomain 

state. 

As mentioned above, the polarization in the ferroelectrics is produced by the net dipoles which 

are the displacement of the positive charge and corresponding negative charge. Thus, a domain 

which has multiple dipoles in the same direction possesses a built-in surface polarization charge 

on the two sides of the sample (to be clearly shown in the schematic diagram, we show 

directions in the vertical direction in Figure 2.4). The surface charges on these two sides of the 

crystal generate a depolarizing field which is opposite to the direction of the polarization. If the 

polarization of the crystal is uniform and the polarization charges are uncompensated by partial 

screening (e.g. by the environment or through electrodes), the energy of the depolarizing fields 

(𝐸𝑑) is large. In particular, the energy of 𝐸𝑑 becomes larger if the thickness of the crystal is 

decreased (the charges inside the crystal are neutralized by the head to tail alignment; only the 

unscreened polarization charges build the 𝐸𝑑; The depolarization field is inversely proportional 

to the film thickness when the amount of unscreened polarization charges is not changing). To 

minimize its energy, the uniform net polarization charges need to be abolished, which means 

polarization charges of opposite sign need to appear. To do this, additional domains with 
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opposite polarization directions can form. The newly raised opposite orientation of polarization 

cancels out the net polarization charge, thus reducing the energy of 𝐸𝑑  to alleviate such 

depolarizing effects. However, the domain formation comes at an energy trade-off, as the 

antiparallel polarization shown in Figure 2.4c results in domain walls which also have energy 

costs.4  

 

Figure 2.4: (a) Schematic diagram of spontaneous polarization ( 𝑃𝑠 , red arrow) and 

corresponding depolarizing field ( 𝐸𝑑 , dash black line) generated by surface 

polarization charges. (b) Enhanced electric field (shown as denser electric field line) 

with decreased thickness. (c) Opposite direction domains split the material into 

multiple domains (blue region and original region indicates the opposite direction) 

to eliminate the uniform net polarization charges. The solid line in between two 

domains is the domain wall. 

2.2.2 Domain switching  

The domain switching process can happen when the applied homogenous external electric field 

is larger than the coercive field. The switching steps can be simply described as the following 

process in Figure 2.5.  

(a) Nucleation: when an external electric field is applied to the single domain sample, new 

domains start to nucleate first from the sample surface. 

(b) Forward growth: the domain keeps growth from the newly formed domain with the 

continuous external field.  

(c) Sideways growth: the domain begins to expand sideways after propagating though the 

sample. 
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(d) Coalescence: Nearby domains merge as the domain keeps growing until the area has been 

switched in the same direction as the external electric field. 

  

Figure 2.5: The evolution of domain switching in ferroelectrics. (reprinted from Araujo et al. 

with the permission from Gordon and Breach)5 

However, in real ferroelectric materials, step a and b usually proceed simultaneously and can 

be affected by a range of local variations such as defects, interfaces, and preexisting domain 

walls.6-8 For example, defects in the sample may cause charge injection in the switching process, 

thus facilitating polarization reversal.9 Pre-existing domain walls may also limit the domain 

growth by pinning the domain.10 Thus, these inhomogeneous properties play a major role in 

domain switching and result in a complex domain switching processes. 

2.2.3 Local stress in domain switching 

Apart from the external electric field, the mechanical strain could also affect the polarization 

reorientation behavior.11, 12 Recent work on a bent PZT thin film showed a drastic change in the 

domain switching at different applied mechanical compressive stress.13 After the nucleation of 

domains with compressive mechanical stress, the domain growth process was monitored with 

increasing strain in Figure 2.6. Such stress in the thin film also strongly imprints the hysteresis 

loops, which results in a strong shifting to one side. These switching behaviors that arise in the 

bent thin film were attributed to the coupling effect between polarization and bending-induced 

strain gradients, namely the flexoelectric effect.  
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Figure 2.6: The effect of uniaxial mechanical stress in domain switching. PFM (a-c) amplitude 

and (e-g) phase image of the initial electrically pre-polarized PZT thin film (a, e), 

and with different strains of 0.09% (b, f) and 0.52% (c, g). Amplitude loops (d) in 

the switching process under different strain. (adapted from Alsubaie et al. with the 

permission from IOP Publishing)13 

On a more localized scale, the effect of stress from a sharp AFM tip applied to ferroelectrics 

has also been studied. 180° polarization rotation has been observed on a BaTiO3 thin film with 

a thickness of ~5 nm by mechanically pushing AFM tips onto the surface, as shown in Figure 

2.7.12 With the gradually increasing loading force from 150 nN to 1500 nN, the domains which 

were previously pointing up due to the electrical field have been switched downwards. The 

calculated flexoelectric voltage under the tip which has an estimated circular area of 10 nm in 

radius and loading force of 1000 nN reaches a strength of ~2 MV/cm, as shown in Figure 2.7e. 

Unlike the homogeneous compressive stress, which has no specific favored polarity, the free 

energy calculation under such a strain gradient shows that flexoelectric bias is easier to 

destabilize the positive side of the double wall. Besides, the flexoelectric effect not only causes 

180° domain switching but also manipulates 71° domain switching in BFO thin films (~50 nm) 

by controlling the scanning pathway.14 The trailing flexoelectric field shows a similar behavior 

with the trailing electric field which in the fast and slow scan axis.  

As evident from these reported works, local stress has a strong influence on ferroelectric 

properties due to the coupling between ferroelectricity and strain. On one hand, the study of 

compressive strain on ferroelectrics explored the newly emerged properties of ferroelectrics. 

On the other hand, it provides a new thought of writing/erasure of ferroelectric memory bits 
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beyond electric field, which is limited by factors such as leakage, breakdown and top/bottom 

electrodes.  

 

Figure 2.7: Ferroelectric polarization switching with mechanical force from an AFM tip. PFM 

phase (a, d) and amplitude (b, d) of electrically pre-written (a, b) and mechanically 

scanned (c, d) (with increasing loading force in the center) BaTiO3 thin film. Finite 

element modeling (e) of the variation of the flexoelectric voltage in the film under 

the tip and the free energy calculation (f) of different conditions. (adapted from Lu 

et al. with the permission from The American Association for the Advancement of 

Science)12 
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2.3 Ferroelectric memory 

The most commercial memories nowadays are Dynamic random-access memory (DRAM) and 

Flash memory. The former is fast but volatile, while the latter is non-volatile but much slower. 

In this case, ferroelectric memory attracted great interest due to its advantages of non-volatility, 

low power consumption, high endurance, and high speed. And it is also very suitable for 

embedded memory application.15, 16 Figure 2.8 shows that switching happens within 10 ns, the 

hysteresis loop remains well after 1012 cycles and the switching voltage is only several volts.17, 

18 Here, we introduce the principle of ferroelectric memory and give examples of desirable 

properties for a memory device. 

 

Figure 2.8: (a) The switching time vs electrode area for PbZrTiO3 and PbLaTiO3 capacitor. 

(adapted from Larsen et al. with the permission from AIP Publishing)18 (b) 

Hysteresis in SrBi2Ta2O9 for initial trace and after 1012 cycles. (adapted from Araujo 

et al. with the permission from Springer Nature)17  

A ferroelectric capacitor is the simplest memory device concept that allowed electrical 

measurements to be performed on ferroelectrics. The ferroelectric capacitor consists of a 

sandwich structure which is a ferroelectric layer between two electrodes. As mentioned above, 

the polarization in ferroelectrics can be switched by external electric fields between ±𝑃 . 

Therefore, these two different polarization states can correspond to the “0” or “1” written signal 

for a memory. To read the signal, a switching voltage (larger than coercive voltage) can be 

applied to the memory to detect whether the polarization is changed. When the polarization (𝑃) 

is opposite with the applied electric field (𝐸), switching happens in the memory. In another case 

javascript:;
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that 𝑃  is aligned with 𝐸 , no switching occurs. The former switched process will lead to a 

switching charge which can be given by this equation:             

                                         𝑄 =
𝜎𝐴𝑉𝑡

𝑑
+ 2𝑃𝐴                                                  (2.14) 

where 𝜎 is the conductivity, 𝐴 is the electrode area, 𝑉 is the applied voltage across the capacitor, 

𝑡 is the time, 𝑑 is the thickness and 𝑃 is the polarization.  

Note that the read-out process is a destructive process that will change the polarization if 𝐸 and 

𝑃 are opposite. Thus, a reset voltage needs to be applied to maintain the initial polarization 

afterwards. A hysteresis cycle of the switched charges (or measured current) should be obtained 

in this process as the 𝑄 is linear with the polarization value in the second term. While the first 

term can be taken as 0 if we consider it as an ideal capacitor whose 𝜎 = 0. 

2.4 Nanofabrication in ferroelectrics 

Nanofabrication in ferroelectric materials has attracted significant interest not only because of 

the outstanding behaviors present when scaling down but also due to the high-density demand 

for memory devices.  

2.4.1 Ferroelectric nanostructures  

The scaling down from bulk to thin film brings some advantages like a reduced applied voltage 

to switch the material that further promotes the application of ferroelectrics in memory 

devices.19 Domain structures that are related to memory signals in the thin film are also easier 

to manipulate. Figure 2.9 shows the trailing electric field controlling in-plane and out of plane 

domain switching.20 
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Figure 2.9: Domain manipulation on a BiFeO3 thin film. (adapted from Balke et al. with the 

permission from Springer Nature)20 

Further scaling down to nanostructures, nano ferroelectric islands have been found to possess 

outstanding properties and topological domain structures.21 Enhanced piezoresponse was 

reported on PZT with reduced lateral size due to the relaxation of in-plane clamping and the 

domain re-configuration.22 Besides, due to the strong relevance of ferroelectric domain 

structure and strain energy and depolarization, scaling to nanostructures brings various novel 

topological domain structures such as vortices which are thermodynamically stabilized and 

possess enhanced conductivity in the vortex core.23, 24 

 

Figure 2.10: (a) PZT nanostructures fabricated with focused ion beam technique, and (b) the 

piezoresponse from different size nanostructures. (adapted from Buhlmann et al. 

with the permission from AIP Publishing)22 

The nanofabrication methods for ferroelectric nanostructures can be mainly classified into two 

broad groups: top-down and bottom-up.25 Generally speaking, the former involves fabricating 

the nanostructure from top to bottom, which means secondary processing on the prepared film 

from the top surface. This approach includes methods such as focus ion beam, electric bean 

direct writing, and electric beam lithography which involve etching or removing material from 
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the structure. These top-down approaches somehow can also pollute the sample with the ions 

or other contaminations involved in the fabrication processing. Conversely, the latter involves 

fabricating from the bottom where the nanostructure is grown from the bottom substrate via 

chemical solution deposition, metal organic chemical vapor deposition, or pulsed laser 

deposition. Unlike those top-down approaches that have accurate control over the resulting 

shape and size, self-assembled bottom-up approaches can be very difficult to achieve uniform 

sizes, arrays, and shapes in the assembled nanostructure.26 Thus, some assistant objects can be 

applied for the bottom-up approach such as a mask, pre-patterned seed, block copolymer to 

obtain uniform nanostructure arrays.23, 27, 28 

2.4.2 Stress in nanofabrication 

Apart from the mentioned nanofabrication techniques in the above section. On a localized scale, 

for in-situ nanolithography, the AFM machining technique that uses an AFM tip to 

mechanically remove material has been utilized in a number of recent studies in different 

materials.29 In such a technique, stress applied from the tip and the tip pathway is very essential 

in the machining process. This can result in different machined depths, as shown in Figure 2.11, 

on a silicon surface.30 Various structures such as 3D dot arrays can be fabricated by controlling 

the tip pathway.31 For example, an accurate human face image can be machined by loading 

different stresses precisely on a defined 2D pathway.32 

Moving to the application of AFM machining in ferroelectrics, 3D tomography of domain 

structure of BiFeO3 thin films has been achieved by Steffes et al.33 In the work by Steffes et al., 

a tip applying a stress of ~11.4 µN resulted in an average removed thickness of 0.97 nm per 

pass of the tip and recorded the stripe domain structure of each layer simultaneously. Such 

success in removing a ferroelectric thin film layer-by-layer through the scanning with AFM tip 

shows the ability of AFM based nano machining in ferroelectrics.   
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Figure 2.11: AFM tip-based nanomachining. (a) Different forces scratched lines (reprinted from 

Celano et al.)30 and (b) machined human face patten on silicon (adapted from Yan 

et al. with the permission from John Wiley and Sons).32 (c) 3D nanoarray on 

polycarbonate (reprinted from Yan et al.)31 and (d) 3D tomography on BiFeO3 

(reprinted from Steffes et al.).33 

2.5 Pb(Zr,Ti)O3 

Pb(Zr,Ti)O3 (PZT) is a typical perovskite structure (ABO3) ferroelectric material that been 

widely studied and applied in a range of piezoelectric applications such as resonators, sensors, 

and actuators. In a PZT cell, Pb and O occupying the A-sites (vertices) and C-sites (center of 

faces), respectively, while Zr and Ti are randomly positioned in the center of the oxygen 

octahedra, which is the B-site as shown in Figure 2.12. The displacement of Zr and Ti from the 

center make an important contribution to its overall polarization.34 
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Figure 2.12: A perovskite unit cell. 

PZT has good stability with its high 𝑇𝑐, and it also has a high dielectric constant and resistivity. 

In addition, the ferroelectric and piezoelectric properties can be modified by different 

compositions of Pb and Ti, as shown in Figure 2.13. The crystal structure changes from 

rhombohedral to the tetragonal phase when the Ti composition is larger, and the morphotropic 

phase boundary (MPB) is situated at around 52/48 of the ratio of Zr and Ti composition. Around 

the MPB, the PZT structure is very sensitive to the external parameters, therefore, the 

piezoelectric and polarization can achieve an anomalous enhancement.  

 

Figure 2.13: Phase diagram of PbZrO3-PbTiO3 ceramic. (adapted from Moulson et al. with the 

permission from John Wiley and Sons)35 
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2.6 BiFeO3 

BiFeO3 (BFO) attracted significant interest because it possesses a unique coexistence of 

ferroelectric (Curie temperature ~1103 K) and antiferromagnetic properties (Néel 

temperature ~653 K) above room temperature.36 Similar to the PZT structure mentioned above, 

BFO is also a perovskite structure. The polarization of BFO is ~100 μC·cm-2, and such 

spontaneous polarization is caused by the long pair orbital of Bi3+ (6s2) that causes the 

hybridization of Bi 6p (empty) and O 2p orbitals and drives the off-centering Bi3+ away from 

the FeO6 octahedral. Unstrained BFO presents a rhombohedral (R) structure rather than the 

cubic structure. The unit cell has a lattice parameter of 3.96 Å for a-axis and a rhombohedral 

angle of ~89.4°, while the polar distortion is along [111] axis of the rhombohedral unit cell 

(Figure 2.14). 

 

Figure 2.14: Schematic of the eight possible polarization orientations along [111]rh of BFO. 

(adapted from Heron et al. with the permission from Springer Nature)37 

BFO can also have a monoclinic structure which is tetragonal like (T’) under sufficiently large 

compressive epitaxial strain (growth on substrates such as LaAlO3 (LAO) with a larger in-plane 

lattice mismatch of -4.4%), and such a structure has given rise to a giant polarization of ~150 

μC·cm-2.38 When the thickness of the T’ BFO film grown on substrates such as LAO is increased, 

a mixed phase which possesses a nanoscale co-existence of T’ and R’ phases can form due to 

the relaxation of the elastic energy.39  

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/N%C3%A9el_temperature
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/N%C3%A9el_temperature
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Chapter 3: Experimental methods 

This chapter includes the experimental methods of sample preparation, sample characterization, 

and data analysis.  

3.1 Sample preparation 

3.1.1 Sol-gel method deposition 

The sol-gel method is a chemical solution deposition which uses colloidal solution as the 

precursor to deposit on a substrate and then applies thermal treatment to form the film after 

removing the liquid phase in a drying process.1  

In this thesis, the Pb(Zr0.53,Ti0.47)O3 (PZT) sample was deposited on platinized soda-lime glass. 

The PZT precursor solution was spun coated onto the glass at 3000 rpm for 30 s. And the as-

deposited film was pyrolyzed on a hot plate at 400 °C for 1 minute. The thermal treatment was 

carried out with PulseForge 3300 processing system from NovaCentrix. The PulseForge 3300 

processing system is designed for processing high melting temperature materials on low-

temperature substrates. High pulse voltage 450 V, pulse durations of 500 μs, and pulse count 

50 was used to crystallize the PZT sample. 

3.1.2 Pulsed laser deposition 

Pulsed laser deposition (PLD) uses a high-power pulsed laser beam focused onto a target 

surface to vaporize the material which is deposited as a film on the substrate in vacuum 

chamber.2 Figure 3.1 shows the schematic of a PLD system. The parameters such as temperature, 

laser fluence, ambient oxygen pressure, etc. need to be carefully selected for film deposition.  

In this thesis, two BiFeO3 films with different bottom electrode layers and substrates 

(Ca0.96Ce0.04MnO3/LaAlO3 and LaSrMnO3/LaAlO3) were fabricated by PLD. The laser used for 

our films in this research is KrF with a wavelength of 248 nm. The laser fluence and repetition 

rate were fixed at 0.63 J/cm2 and 8 Hz, respectively. The target to substrate distance was set at 
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5.5 cm, while the films were deposited in an ambient oxygen pressure of 15 Pa and deposition 

temperature of 680-700 °C. 

 

Figure 3.1: Schematic of a standard pulsed laser deposition system. The inset picture shows a 

photograph of the plume. (reprinted from Martin et al. with the permission from 

Elsevier)3 

3.1.3 Electric beam evaporation  

Similar to PLD, electron beam evaporation is also one type of physical vapor deposition 

(PVD).4 The deposition process is performed in a high vacuum chamber. A high energy electric 

beam given off from a charged tungsten filament was used to bombard the target to vaporize 

the material and thus coat the substrate.  

In this thesis, Cr-Au electrodes ∼70 μm in diameter comprising 5 nm of Cr and 2 nm of Au 

were evaporated onto the BiFeO3/Ca0.96Ce0.04MnO3 film through a shadow mask using an 

electron beam evaporator (DE400, DE Technology, USA) at a rate of 0.4 Å/s in the vacuum. 

Electrodes comprising 5 nm of Cr and 0.5 nm of Au were evaporated onto the 

BiFeO3/LaSrMnO3 film. 

3.2 Sample characterization  

Two main techniques were used in this thesis, one class are atomic force microscopy (AFM) 
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based techniques including piezoelectric force microscopy (PFM), electrostatic force 

microscopy (EFM), conductive AFM (CAFM); and the second class are transmission electron 

microscopy (TEM) based techniques including selected area diffraction (SAD), dark field 

imaging (DFTEM), high-angle annular dark-field imaging (HAADF), energy dispersive X-ray 

spectroscopy (EDX) and electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS).  

3.2.1 Atomic force microscopy-based techniques 

3.2.1.1 Atomic force microscopy 

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) has been widely used in many materials to detect surface 

topography.5 The AFM uses a cantilever which has a sharp tip at the end to detect the sample 

surface with a certain force (Figure 3.2). The deflection of the cantilever can be amplified by a 

laser that reflects to the photodiode from the end of the cantilever. The Z feedback can move 

the tip to maintain a constant deflection, while the XY scanner moves in a certain range to 

measure the topography of a local area.  

 

Figure 3.2: Schematic diagram of an atomic force microscope. 

There are mainly two modes for AFM which are contact mode and non-contact mode which 

also called tapping mode. The tip is keeping contact with the surface with a constant force in 

contact mode while vibrating with a constant amplitude in dynamic mode.6 In these two modes, 

the tapping mode can better protect the sample surface while the contact mode may damage the 

sample surface at a certain force.  

In particular, if a large loading force is used in contact mode, the tip can remove the material of 

the sample on its path.7 The loading force of the tip can be calibrated by multiplying the tip 
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deflection and tip spring constant, which is Hooke’s law.       

                𝐹 = −𝑘𝑥                                                            (3.1) 

Normally, the tip spring constant is given by the tip manufacturer. However, for a rectangular 

or V shape cantilever which has a known length and width, the spring constant can be calibrated 

by the Sader method8 by measuring and fitting the thermal noise spectra9 of the unloaded AFM 

cantilever. In addition, the tip deflection is the product of the setpoint (in volts) and the inverse 

optical lever sensitivity (InvOLS, unit = m/V). The InvOLS is always determined using force 

distance curves obtained on a hard sample surface.10 

Based on the principle of AFM, a range of functional characterization methods were designed 

for piezoresponse, electrostatic force, switching technique, and current measurements as will 

be discussed in the following sections.  

3.2.1.2 Piezoelectric force microscopy  

Piezoelectric force microscopy is a technique that can study the piezoelectricity and 

ferroelectricity in ferroelectric materials at the nanoscale.11, 12 The technique captures the 

mechanical response of the sample surface in contact mode by applying 𝑉𝑡𝑖𝑝 to the conductive 

tip.    

            𝑉𝑡𝑖𝑝 =  𝑉𝑑𝑐 + 𝑉𝑎𝑐cos (𝜔𝑡)                                          (3.2) 

Here, 𝑉𝑑𝑐 is an optional voltage depending on the experiment, 𝑉𝑎𝑐 is the required AC voltage to 

excite the deformation of the sample through the converse piezoelectric effect, 𝜔  is the 

frequency of the AC voltage, and 𝑡 is the time. The excited deformation (𝐴) of the sample can 

be detected by demodulating the oscillations of the cantilever according to Equation 3.3 into 

amplitude and phase: 

     𝐴 = 𝐴0 + 𝐴𝜔cos (𝜔𝑡 + 𝜑)                                        (3.3) 

𝐴0 is the non-piezoelectric component, 𝐴𝜔 is the amplitude at the first harmonic 𝜔, and 𝜑 is 

the phase difference between applied AC voltage and deformation signal. As shown in Figure 

3.3a and 3.3c, when an electric field is applied in the same direction as the polarization direction 

of a ferroelectric (with positive piezo coefficient), the material will expand, while when the 

polarization direction is opposite with the applied electric field, the material will contract. 
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Thereby, different polarization directions (phase difference 𝜑) and piezoresponse (amplitude 

𝐴𝜔) can be obtained by PFM. Ideal phase values and corresponding polarization directions are 

shown in Figure 3.3. However, due to phase offsets, lock-in amplifier settings, and signal 

conversion in the photodetector, the phase shown in PFM may be shifted. A reference sample 

of the known polarization direction of poling with certain voltage can help to define the actual 

polarization direction.  

 

Figure 3.3: Principles of PFM. (a, c) Sample deformation with the applied electric field. (b, d) 

The waveform of the applied AC voltage and piezoresponse corresponding to the 

polarization up (0° in-phase) and down (180° out of phase), respectively. 

3.2.1.2.1 Dual-frequency resonance tracking 

PFM operating near or at the contact resonance frequency (CRF) can improve the signal to 

noise ratio to detect weak piezoresponse.13 However, the CRF of the tip can be changed during 

the scanning due to various issues such as surface roughness, nonuniform mechanical 

proprieties of the sample surface, surface contamination, the deterioration of the tip quality, and 

tip-sample contact stiffness. Both the phase and the amplitude at the excited frequency will 

change with the shifted CRF. Thus, the quality of the PFM imaging performed at a fixed single 

frequency can be poor due to phase wrapping (i.e., the PFM phase lower than -180° or higher 

than +180°) and the amplitude changing with the CRF shifting.14  

In dual-frequency resonance tracking (DFRT) mode, two AC voltages with different 
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frequencies (𝜔1, 𝜔2), which are set on two sides of the CRF peak like in Figure 3.4 are applied 

simultaneously.15 Typically, the frequencies are set to have an equal difference with the CRF, 

and the amplitude (𝐴1, 𝐴2) at each frequency are tracked. The change in the CRF results in a 

change of amplitude (𝐴1′, 𝐴2′) at each frequency and present a different amplitude difference 

(𝐴1
′ −  𝐴2

′ ≠ 𝐴1 − 𝐴2) ). Thus, the amplitude difference (𝐴1 − 𝐴2) can been used as the input 

of the feedback to track the CRF while the frequency difference (𝜔1 − 𝜔2) is kept constant.  

 

Figure 3.4: (a) Schematic diagrams of the setup and the (b) principle of DFRT. (reprinted from 

Rodriguez et al. with the permission from IOP Publishing)15 

3.2.1.2.2 Band excitation PFM 

Like DFRT-PFM, Band excitation PFM (BEPFM) also allows to monitor CRF to get stronger 

piezoresponse with a high signal-noise ratio. But unlike PFM discussed above, which used 

single or dual sine AC waveform to detect the piezoresponse, a digitally synthesized signal 

which has a finite spectral density is used to excite the response in BEPFM. The measured 

response was Fourier transformed to get the amplitude- and phase-frequency curves for each 

pixel, as shown in Figure 3.5.16  
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Figure 3.5: The principle of BE-PFM. (reprinted from Jesse et al. with the permission from IOP 

Publishing)16 

3.2.1.2.3 Second harmonic piezoresponse force microscopy  

Apart from the PFM performed on the first harmonic, higher order PFM such as second 

harmonic piezoresponse force microscopy (SHPFM) can also be used to give further insight 

into the ferroelectric properties, as the nonpiezoelectric response also contributes to the 

electrostrictive strain.17, 18  

The electrostriction strain of a sample can be written as   

     𝑥 = 𝑄33(𝑃)2                                                       (3.4) 

where 𝑄33  is the electrostriction coefficient and 𝑃  is the field-induced polarization. For a 

ferroelectric sample which both has spontaneous polarization, 𝑃𝑆 , and field induced 

polarization 𝑃𝐸, the electrostriction strain becomes  

       𝑥 = 𝑄33(𝑃𝑆 + 𝑃𝐸)2,                                              (3.5) 

     𝑥 = 𝑄33(𝑃𝑆)2 + 2𝑄33𝑃𝑆𝑃𝐸 + 𝑄33(𝑃𝐸)2,                             (3.6) 

where the second and third terms are the piezoelectric response and electrostrictive response, 

respectively. When an external AC electric field generated by the application of 𝑉𝑎𝑐cos (𝜔𝑡) is 

applied, the field induced 𝑃𝐸(𝑤) can be expressed as 𝑃𝐸cos (𝜔𝑡) and thus the strain equation 
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becomes   

   𝑥 = 𝑄33(𝑃𝑆)2 + 2𝑄33𝑃𝑆𝑃𝐸cos (𝜔𝑡)  + 𝑄33(𝑃𝐸cos (𝜔𝑡) )2,            (3.7) 

𝑥 = 𝑄33 [(𝑃𝑆)2 +
1

2
(𝑃𝐸)2] + 2𝑄33𝑃𝑆𝑃𝐸cos (𝜔𝑡)  +

1

2
𝑄33(𝑃𝐸)2cos (2𝜔𝑡).     (3.8) 

For a typical ferroelectric which has a large spontaneous polarization, the strain is 

predominantly linear to the ac field. However, for a material with a small spontaneous 

polarization, quadratic response to the ac field will be expected. Thus, the induced dipolar 

response from classical ferroelectrics can be distinguished by comparing first and second 

harmonic responses under SHSPFM. 

In SHPFM, the sample was excited and measured around the probe-sample contact resonance 

𝜔0 to achieve the first harmonic response, whereas the sample is excited at 𝜔0/2 and measured 

the corresponding response near 𝜔0 to get the second harmonic (Figure 3.6). 

 

Figure 3.6: The principle of operating second harmonic detection in PFM. 

3.2.1.3 Switching technique in PFM 

Apart from detecting the piezoresponse and polarization direction, the switching technique can 

be used to switch the polarization of ferroelectric samples. 
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3.2.1.3.1 PFM lithography  

In PFM lithography, constant DC voltage can be applied to switch the sample during the 

scanning. The switching pattern can be customized to apply various DC voltage on the sample 

to study the switching properties from the switched map. Figure 3.7 shows the switched 

domains in different sizes and shapes after lithography PFM switching with -5 V on BFO thin 

film. The out of plane polarization in the dark domains in Figure 3.7c is upwards while the 

polarization in yellow regions are downward. The square outlines in Figure 3.7b are the domain 

walls as mentioned in Figure 2.4c in Chapter 2.  

 

Figure 3.7: The (a) topography, (b) amplitude, and (c) phase images after carrying out 

lithography PFM with -5 V in different size pattern (dark domain).  

3.2.1.3.2 Switching spectroscopy PFM 

Switching spectroscopy PFM (SSPFM), which provides hysteresis loops, is also one of the 

techniques to study switching properties such as coercive voltage and nucleation voltage, in the 

nanoscale.19 In this method, a triangle waveform that contains DC pulses from positive 

(negative) to negative (positive) and AC waveform is applied to the sample (Figure 3.8a). The 

response detected on each applied DC pulses is called a “write” state while the signal detected 

when in-between called “read” state (Figure 3.8b). The AC voltage used in SSPFM can be 

various depending on which PFM mode be used as described above. The information such as 

phase, amplitude, and coercive voltage obtained from SSPFM can be plotted as a 2D map and 

correlated to the imaged area. The density of the map depending on the number of pixels used 

in the process.  

Figure 3.8c is a typical hysteresis loop of the ferroelectric film. Note that the response detected 

by the tip is not only piezoresponse; responses such as electrostatic response can also contribute 

to tip deflection.20 Thus, even a remanent hysteresis loop is not direct proof of ferroelectricity.  
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Figure 3.8: (a) SSPFM waveform of one cycle, (b) a zoom-in of the waveform, and (c) 

corresponding hysteresis loop. The blue waveform indicates AC voltage while the 

black pulse is the DC pulse in b.  

3.2.1.4 Electrostatic force microscopy 

Electrostatic force microscopy (EFM) is a technique that can be used for studying the long-

range electrostatic interaction between sample and tip. Thereby, EFM can be used to investigate 

electrical properties such as surface charge distribution as well as surface potential.21 EFM is 

always performed in a non-contact mode whereby the tip is lifted above the sample surface with 

a constant distance. To keep this distance, the topography is detected in tapping mode and the 

tip is moving with the same path of the detected topography in the EFM scanning (Figure 3.9). 

An AC voltage at the resonance frequency is applied to oscillate the tip during the scanning like 

PFM while a constant DC voltage is applied to the tip to shift the resonance frequency, 

amplitude, and phase. Thus, the amplitude of EFM indicates the surface charge amount, and 

the phase contrast in the EFM can indicate positive and negative surface charges.  

 

Figure 3.9: The schematic diagram of lift mode EFM. 
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3.2.1.5 Current measurement through AFM 

Conductive AFM (CAFM) can measure the electrical current passed through the sample and 

tip.22 This technique is based on contact mode AFM while a bias is applied through the bottom 

electrode of the sample and a current amplifier was used in the AFM holder which is grounded 

as shown in Figure 3.10.  

 

Figure 3.10: The schematic diagram of CAFM. 

In CAFM, the conductive tip has to be considered for high-quality CAFM measurement, and 

wear-resistive conductive materials are usually preferred to keep the stability of the tip 

geometry and good electrical property. Like the AFM scanning which can record the height of 

the sample in a local region, CAFM mapping is also able to record the current in that region 

simultaneously while each pixel represents the local current in the corresponding topographic 

position (i.e., the color map overlaid on the 3D topography indicates the current value). Apart 

from mapping, single point spectroscopic measurements can also be performed by applying a 

customized voltage waveform. In this method, the current versus time or voltage can be 

measured, and the local conductivity information can be observed.  

3.2.2 Transmission electron microscopy-based techniques 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is a microscopy technique that been widely used to 

study material structure.23, 24 In TEM, a beam of electrons is transmitted through an ultrathin 
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specimen to form an image. 

TEM is composed of several main components including a vacuum system, electron emission 

source, electron lenses, specimen holder, as well as a viewing screen. The vacuum system 

reduces the collision frequency of electrons and prevents the generation of the contaminants. 

The electron emission source is used for the generation of the electron stream to “illuminate” 

the specimen which is very critical to TEM. The electron lens can be used to take all the rays 

that emanated from one point in an object and recreate a point in an image and also used to 

focus some parallel rays to a point. The specimen holder is where the sample was placed. The 

view screen is the electronic detector that electrons project on that for forming an image.  

The TEM related techniques used in this thesis to detect the nanometer-scale features of the 

PZT film can be subdivided into two groups and briefly outlined below. The first three 

techniques, selected area diffraction (SAD), dark field imaging (DFTEM), and high-angle 

annular dark-field imaging (HAADF) are based on the electron scattering or diffraction 

properties of the material and give structural information. The latter two techniques, energy 

dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) and electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) provide 

chemical information.  

3.2.2.1 Selected area diffraction  

The diffraction pattern is formed in TEM when a parallel beam of high energy electrons passes 

through the thin specimen and is diffracted by the atoms of the specimen. The SAD pattern is 

referring to the orientation of the selected area, each spot in SAD corresponds to a satisfied 

diffraction condition.25 SAD is needed for several reasons as described below. The diffraction 

conditions will be changed when the specimen is moved, therefore, a selected area of constant 

orientation is needed. Besides, selecting the interfacial region can also determine the orientation 

relationship between two different crystals. Moreover, it also can be used to study the 

diffraction pattern of a small particle.   

3.2.2.2 Dark field TEM  

TEM images can be performed from the SAD pattern which is generated by two beams 

mentioned above. The SAD pattern always has a bright central spot that contains the direct 

beam electrons and some scattered electrons. A dark field image can now be formed by allowing 

only the scattered electrons to contribute to the image while blocking the direct beam (bright 

field image is opposite). 
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Dark field images can be used to enhance the contrast and can be used to study the crystal lattice, 

defects, dislocations, stacking faults, and particle/grain size.  

3.2.2.3 High-angle annular dark-field imaging  

High-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) imaging is a method of scanning transmission electron 

microscope (STEM).26 In the STEM, the scanning beam must not change direction at all times 

like in a TEM while it’s scanning. In the annular dark field (ADF) imaging, rather than using 

the back focal detector for DF image, an annular detector which surrounds the back focal 

detector is used. All scatted electrons can be projected to this annular detector. HAADF is using 

another annular detector that is around the ADF and can collect the electrons scattered to higher 

angles. Rutherford-scattering effects (elastic scattering of the electrons by the Coulomb 

interaction) are maximized, and diffraction-contrast effects are smoothed out in this case.  

3.2.2.4 Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy  

Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDXS) on the TEM is used to detect and identify the 

element where the X-rays generated when the beam strikes the sample. The components of the 

EDXS system are the detector, the processing electronics, and the computer. The detector can 

generate a charge pulse which is proportional to the generated X-ray energy. Thus, EDXS can 

provide a spectrum that plots X-ray intensity versus X-ray energy while different elements of 

constituents can be characterized as different peaks at different energy. The EDXS spectrum 

imaging collects a full spectrum at every pixel by scan the beam at the selected area. Thus, 

different images consisting of X-rays of that particular energy which means that element can 

be plotted in EDXS. The composition of the constitution can be quantified by the following 

Equation 3.9.  

                
𝐶𝐴

𝐶𝐵
= 𝑘𝐴𝐵

𝐼𝐴

𝐼𝐵
                                                         (3.9) 

𝐶𝐴 and 𝐶𝐵 are the weight percent of element 𝐴 and 𝐵 while 𝐼𝐴 and 𝐼𝐵 are the above-background 

characteristic intensities, respectively. 𝑘𝐴𝐵  is the called Cliff-Lorimer factor due to the 

quantification technique is originally developed by Cliff and Lorimer.27  

3.2.2.5 Electron energy loss spectroscopy 

Electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) detects the energy distribution of the electrons that 
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have come through the sample. Similar to EDXS, EELS also tells us the information about the 

chemical information. Apart from atomic composition, EELS can provide some other 

information on the electronic structure of the atoms in the sample like the bonding/valence state, 

the nearest-neighbor atomic structure, the bandgap, dielectric response and so on.28 The EELS 

spectrum displayed as the intensity versus the energy loss. The low-loss region which is near 

to zero region normally provides the weaker bound conduction and the valence-band electrons. 

The high-loss part provides dominating information of the tighter bound, core-shell electrons 

and bounding, and atomic distribution.  

3.3 Machine learning-based data analysis  

Machine learning is a powerful tool in data analysis and can be summed up into four categories 

which are classification, regression, clustering, and dimensionality reduction. In this thesis, we 

used K-means which is one of the primary clustering algorithms in machining learning.29 

Clustering algorithms group a set of similar objects in a way that objects in each cluster or 

group are more similar to each other than the other clusters or groups. In K-means clustering, a 

set of objects X was partitioned into “k” clusters in which every object 𝑥𝑖 in each cluster 𝑐𝑗 (𝑗 ≤

𝑘) is close to the nearest centroids µ𝑗 which is also the mean. The clustering algorithm is done 

in this way to minimize the objective function as the following equation.  

          ∑ ∑ ‖𝑥𝑖 − µ𝑗‖
2

𝑥𝑖∈𝑐𝑗

𝑘
𝑗=1                                                (3.10) 

However, K-means clustering techniques also have limitations in assigning data that possess 

features of different behaviors to a single cluster. The lack of clear separation between clusters 

indicates a mixture of behaviors, and indeed supports the possible “information reduction” 

through clustering algorithms.  

Besides, dimensionality reduction was carried out before K-means clustering to help the final 

clustering in this thesis. Dimensionality reduction is the technique of reducing the number of 

random variables into a set of principal variables. To reduce the dimension of a 𝑑-dimensional 

dataset into a (𝑥)-dimensional subspace (where 𝑥 < 𝑑) that retains most of the information, the 

size of the 𝑥  that represents most of the data is important. The way we reduced the 

dimensionality is principal component analysis (PCA), which is statistical processing for 

identifying the principal components from a set of objects.30 In the PCA approach, 3 basic steps 

are implemented to work out the dimension reduction. Firstly, the eigenvectors (the principal 
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components) of a dataset (data was standardized on the covariance matrix, which is a 𝑑 × 𝑑 

matrix where each element represents the covariance between two features) was computed. 

Secondly, principal components were selected by sorting eigenvalues in descending order and 

choosing 𝑥  eigenvectors that correspond to the 𝑥  largest eigenvalues. Lastly, the projection 

matrix from the selected 𝑥 eigenvectors was constructed. Using these three steps, the dataset 

was reduced to 𝑥-dimensions for increased computational efficiency.  

In this thesis, K-means clustering and PCA were used for the BE-SSPFM (BEPS) data in 

Chapter 4.   
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Chapter 4: Characterizing switching 

behaviors across an inhomogeneous 

Pb(Zr0.53,Ti0.47)O3 thin film  

The localized piezoresponse can be detected by PFM to study ferroelectric switching behaviors 

at the nanoscale. However, non-piezoelectric phenomena can also cause tip vibration and result 

in non-ferroelectric switching behavior. In this chapter, we demonstrate and analyze defect-

driven variations in bias-induced nanoscale switching behavior (detected by PFM) of a 

heterogeneous far-from-equilibrium processed Pb(Zr0.53,Ti0.47)O3 (PZT) film on a glass 

substrate. The PZT sample used in this chapter is fabricated by Yulian Yao while the TEM 

measurements were performed by Dr. Aaron B. Naden. The PFM related experiments were 

conducted by Fengyuan Zhang and Dr. David Edwards, and the K-means clustering analysis 

was performed by Dr. David Edwards. 

4.1 Introduction  

A clear understanding of underpinning switching processes on relevant length scales in 

ferroelectrics is crucial for assessing their functionality towards potential applications such as 

data storage or actuators.1 It is of even more interest in light of the increased demand of high 

density and low energy-consumption devices where such materials can facilitate key 

functionality. In this context, piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM) has become a well-

established tool in characterizing ferroelectric switching behavior and domain dynamics on the 

nanoscale. The technique works on the principle of the converse piezoelectric effect, where an 

ac bias applied to a conducting probe localizes the electric field to a few nm on the studied 

surface and results in an electromechanical deformation of the sample.2 In typical ferroelectrics, 

this electromechanical response in dominated by true piezoelectric signal. However, as well-

described by Vasudevan et al., such electromechanical deformations can also be induced by 

non-piezoelectric phenomena such as electrostatics, electrochemical, electrostrictive and 

charge injection-related effects.3-5 As such, a number of different studies have applied a range 
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of different PFM-based techniques to delineate piezoelectric and non-piezoelectric 

contributions to measured PFM signal.6, 7 For example, a comparison of the different harmonic 

responses revealed electrostrictive contributions to be the cause of apparent hysteresis loops 

measured via PFM in non-ferroelectric soda lime glass.8  

These non-piezoelectric contributions and other factors that directly influence the overall 

piezoresponse can further complicate the switching behavior probed using PFM in 

ferroelectrics. For instance, impeded ferroelastic switching during polarization reversal has 

been reported to induce nose-like features in hysteresis loops (measured by interferometry on 

Pb(Zr,Ti)O3 capacitors and by PFM on Pb(Zr,Ti)O3 films) where the response overshoots after 

switching and doubles up over itself.9, 10 While negative electrostriction has been shown to 

cause loops on copper indium phosphate to switch from having an anti-clockwise to a clockwise 

rotation direction.11 Substantial variations are also often observed between loops acquired in 

the “write” and “read” states (i.e., during and between each pulse application, respectively), 

with some samples exhibiting similar or different “read” and “write” amplitudes, and “read” 

and “write” loops sometimes have the same or opposite polarity.4, 7 Moreover, considering the 

multitude of contributions and even instrument-based artefacts influencing the measured 

response, careful processing of the piezoresponse and phase signal becomes essential.12 The 

switched domains observed via subsequent PFM images can also show interesting shapes, for 

example anomalous ring domains have been observed in various samples depending on the 

atmospheric and writing conditions.13, 14 These variations in switching behaviors highlight the 

range of complex electromechanical response that is observable via PFM-based measurements, 

but also signify the opportunity to identify the underpinning phenomena that mediates the 

switching process. Typically, such variations are either compared between different samples or 

under different conditions on the same sample so as to identify the mechanisms of each 

behavior.15 However, in the case of heterogeneous samples with spatial variations of 

ferroelectric response, variations in switching behavior are expected to be mediated by defect-

led microstructural variations such as grain boundaries, pores, etc. Developing correlations 

between local switching behaviors and defect landscape could provide a powerful handle in 

understanding the overall defect-driven functional behavior in such samples. While such a 

dataset with a range of different switching behaviors would result in increased complexity and 

pose challenge in extracting physical insights, this can be alleviated by employing machine 

learning techniques.16, 17 Indeed, with the increasing number of studies which have applied 

machine learning techniques to PFM data, some of these have involved studies on 

heterogeneous samples. For example, machine learning techniques have facilitated work that 

reported the identification of ergodic and non-ergodic relaxor switching behaviors between 

different grains in ceramic composites,18 differences in hysteretic loop shape between a and c 
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domains,19 and nucleation of charged domain walls in tetragonal PZT.20 Additionally, stacking 

of data along specific dimensions has been leveraged in conjunction with machine learning to 

identify electric field- and chemical composition-dependent contributions to the 

electromechanical coupling across varying compositions of relaxor ferroelectrics.21 

Here, we study a PZT film fabricated via chemical solution deposition and a novel pulsed 

thermal processing (PTP) crystallization technique on a glass substrate. PTP enables direct 

processing of ferroelectric films on low temperature substrates through plasma arc heating 

delivered via microsecond pulses.22 Such non-equilibrium processing leads to the presence of 

a wide variety of defects across the film and gives rise to a range of defect-driven possible 

switching behaviors.23 Band excitation piezoelectric spectroscopy (BEPS) and machine 

learning techniques are used to investigate and classify the local switching behaviors observed 

across the film. A range of established PFM techniques such as comparing 1st and 2nd harmonic 

responses are used to examine for non-piezoelectric contributions to the measured response.8 

We use a combination of PFM and TEM to gain further insight into the correlation between the 

defect landscape of the film and spatial variations of switching behaviors. The work undertaken 

here demonstrates an approach to reveal the complex range of switching behaviors and their 

nanoscale origins in defect-rich films while providing further fundamental insight into the 

specific switching behaviors. 

4.2 Materials and methods 

4.2.1 Material 

The 210 nm-thick PZT film examined in this study was prepared via PTP on a Pt/glass 

substrate.22 The film was prepared via chemical solution deposition followed by pulse thermal 

processing. A PZT precursor solution in 2-methoxyethanol with 20% Pb excess was spun coated 

onto a platinum coated glass substrate at 3000 rpm for 30 s. Ultimately, the heat treated film 

comprised three layers, with each layer pyrolyzed at 400°C for 1 minute on a hot plate for 

partial organic and solvent removal. The film was then crystalized via a pulsed Xenon lamp 

(Novacentrix, PulseForge 3300) through the application of 50 pulses at 450 V, each with a 

duration of 400 μs. 
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4.2.2 Methods 

4.2.2.1 TEM 

Cross-sections for TEM analysis were prepared using an FEI Scios DualBeam instrument. The 

sample was initially coated with thin layers of evaporated carbon and magnetron-sputtered Au 

before focused ion beam preparation with milling at 30, 16 and 8 kV with final polishing at 5 

and 2 kV. (S)TEM analyses were performed on a probe-corrected FEI Titan Themis operated at 

200 kV. Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) was performed with an FEI SuperX EDX 

detector and electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) with a Gatan Enfinium EEL 

spectrometer with a fixed 5 mm entrance aperture. For STEM, a convergence angle of 21.2 

mrad was used along with high angle annular dark field (HAADF) inner and outer collection 

angles of 88.4 and 200 mrad. EEL spectra were obtained with a collection angle of 10.3 mrad. 

4.2.2.1 AFM 

In the AFM-based experiments, conductive tips (Nanosensors, PPP-EFM) with a nominal 

resonance frequency of 75 kHz and nominal force constant of 2.8 N/m were used for all PFM 

and BE mode measurements, barring one PFM and BE experiment where a stiffer conductive 

tip (MikroMasch, DPE-XSC11, Cantilever D) with a resonance frequency of 350 kHz and force 

constant of 42 N/m was used. All AFM-based experiments were carried out using an Asylum 

Research AFM (Cypher). PFM was performed at ~ 290 kHz, off the contact resonance peak 

(~320 kHz) at an excitation voltage of 2 V using a Zurich Instruments lock-in amplifier (HF2LI). 

BEPS was used to track the hysteretic evolution of the piezoresponse of the sample in band 

excitation (BE) mode. A National Instruments module (PXIe-6124) in combination with a 

chassis (PXIe-1073) and connector block (BNC-2110), controlled via a LabView interface, was 

used to apply DC waveforms and record the resulting piezoresponse. A train of DC pulses 

following a symmetric triangular waveform varying between 0 and ±10 V was applied in a grid 

across the film with a setpoint force of ~ 60 nN. Each cycle (3 cycles in total) of the waveform 

consisted of 64 steps lasting 10 ms, with a DC voltage applied during the first half (“write” 

state) and no voltage applied during the second half of the step (“read” state). The response was 

excited and measured at each step with an AC amplitude voltage of 1 V, and a frequency band 

(150 kHz in width) was centered around the (first harmonic) contact resonance (~280 kHz for 

the PPP-EFM tip used). For second harmonic measurements, the tip was excited with a BE 

frequency at approximately half of the contact resonance frequency (~140 kHz) and the 

response was measured at the contact resonance (~280 kHz), in order to coincide with the same 
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section of the transfer function as the first harmonic response.24 K-means clustering analysis 

was performed using MATLAB (see Section 4.3.2). 

4.3 Results and discussion 

4.3.1 Structural characterization and switching 

 

Figure 4.1: Structural study of the PZT sample grown on Pt/glass substrate. (a) Dark field TEM 

cross-section of the PZT/Pt/glass sample. Ion-beam (IB)- and electron-beam (EB)-

induced deposition of platinum are used to protect the sample. (b) HAADF cross-

section of the sample and (c) a corresponding atomic resolution image of the region 

highlighted by the red square and viewed along the <111> zone axis. The red circle 

highlights a small intra-granular defect. (d) SAD pattern showing <100> texturing. 

(e) Topography and (f) corresponding VPFM amplitude images of PZT film over a 

5 × 5 µm area showing similar grain sizes to TEM and localized out-of-plane 

response. 

Before investigating the switching behavior, the structural properties of the film were 

characterized. A dark field TEM image illustrating the polycrystalline nature of the film is 

shown in Figure 4.1a, with the observable bright and dark grains in some cases penetrating 

across the entire 210 nm thickness. The high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) image in 
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Figure 4.1b meanwhile reveals a mixture of columnar and triangular/pyramidal shaped grains 

as well as a number of large defects in the form of dark pores in the film close to the bottom 

electrode. Such pores could be a result of temperature increases due to reflection from the 

underlying Pt electrode during the sample fabrication process. Looking closer at the film’s 

structure, Figure 4.1c shows an atomic resolution image of the region highlighted by the red 

square in Figure 4.1b. The atomic ordering and crystallinity can be clearly seen, along with a 

smaller nm-size defect within the grain as highlighted by the red circle.  

Table 4.1: Table showing the d-spacing for each orientation measured from the rotational 

average of the pattern shown in Figure 4.1d, along with the calculated d-spacing 

(Calcd [A]) for PZT.25  

 

Studying the structural properties in more detail, a selected area diffraction pattern (SADP) is 

shown in Figure 4.1d. The pattern shows strong texturing along the <100> zone axis, although 

the slight streaking of spots implies some disorder with some different orientations also present. 

The SAD pattern is further analyzed in the Table 1, with the d-spacing determined and found 

to be in close agreement for the expected unit cell at the target composition.25 The slight 

deviations could arise due to the presence of rhombohedral phase with the close proximity to 

the morphotropic phase boundary or due to regions of intermediate pyrochlore or fluorite 

phases which can form via the PTP processing method. The energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) 

analysis shown in Figure 4.2, also shows the composition to be close to the target composition, 

with a slight Pb excess, while an electron energy loss spectrum (EELS) analysis in Figure 4.3 
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shown on the Ti oxidation also alludes to Pb excess and O vacancies. As such, from the electron 

microscopy and structural study of the film we see generally a well-crystallized and ordered 

film, albeit with various types of defects and regions of disorder. 

 

Figure 4.2: (a) HAADF of region of PTP PZT film. EDX studying distribution of (b) Pb (c) Zr 

(d) Ti and (e) O. (f) Table of quantification results for the composition of the PZT 

film rounded to the nearest at. %, an expected error of ~1-2 at. % can be reasonably 

anticipated. This therefore corresponds to a composition of 

Pb1.04±0.04Zr0.53±0.02Ti0.47±0.02Ox. A small Pb excess can be expected considering a Pb 

excess of around 20% was used for the precursor solutions to account for Pb loss 

during crystallization.  

Now looking at the surface structure of the film, the AFM topography image also shows 

polycrystallinity in Figure 4.1e, with grain sizes varying from tens to hundreds of nm, similar 

to that observed in the TEM images. The corresponding vertical PFM (VPFM) amplitude image 

in Figure 4.1f further demonstrates the heterogeneous nature of the film as previously 

highlighted by the TEM, with small regions of enhanced amplitude response evident.  
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Figure 4.3: EELS spectra after background subtraction and Fourier-ratio deconvolution to 

quantify the oxidation state of the Ti state. (a) EELS spectrum showing the Ti L- 

(highlighted in blue) and O K-edges (red). (b) Higher resolution Ti L-edge (in black) 

with a double step function convolved with a Gaussian of same FWHM as the zero-

loss peak (in red). After subtraction of the step function and normalization to the 

continuum following the method discussed in the literature,26, 27 the Ti oxidation 

state is estimated to be ~+3.6. For stoichiometric PbZr0.53Ti0.47O3, Ti4+ would be 

expected. This therefore suggests there is a slight O deficiency (vacancies) or Pb 

excess. 

BEPS offers a combination of high signal-to-noise ratio and spatial resolution and is an ideal 

technique for studying localized variations of electromechanical response arising due to 

complex defect structures. Figure 4.4 illustrates this range of response with VPFM phase 

images shown in Figure 4.4a-d and “read”/“write” loops in Figure 4.4e-h. The initial VPFM 

phase is shown in Figure 4.4a and corresponds to the amplitude image in  Figure 1f. The 

subsequent phase image after carrying out BEPS on a 30 × 30 grid shows a spatial variation in 

behavior where some points have switched while others have not switched or have back-

switched (Figure 4.4b). The higher resolution phase image in Figure 4.4c more clearly shows 

an interesting ring domain structure (highlighted by red dashed circles in Figure 4.4b and 4.4c) 

for some of the switched points, which is similar to the anomalous inversion that has been seen 

in some of the studies discussed above.14, 15 The heterogeneous nature of the film resulted in a 

range of hysteretic switching loops. Four different shapes were typically observed across the 

dataset. In order to ascertain whether four distinct loop shapes could be identified via 

unsupervised machine learning and obtain a spatial map of the switching behavior, K-means 

clustering was carried out, resulting in the map overlaid on the post-BEPS VPFM phase image 

in Figure 4.4d. The K-means clustering technique is described in more detail in Section 4.3.2.  
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Figure 4.4: Mapping variations in local switching behavior and remnant switched state. (a) The 

corresponding VPFM phase image from Figure 4.1e, where the black dashed square 

highlights the region where BEPS was performed. (b) VPFM phase after BEPS 

showing regions which have (darker contrast) and have not switched (unchanged 

contrast with respect to the background). (c) Subsequently (after 30 minutes) 

recorded higher resolution VPFM phase image across the region highlighted by the 

black dashed square in (b). (d) VPFM phase image from (b) overlaid with 

corresponding map of different switching behaviors identified by K-means 

clustering. Four different colored clusters are considered and each of them represent 

one type of switching loop. The averaged piezoresponse (PR) loop for (e) normal 

switching (yellow), (f) non-switching (green), (g) anomalous switching (red), and 

(h) nose-like switching (purple) behavior. Domain stability is assessed in Figure 4.5. 

 

Figure 4.5: (a) Cropped PFM phase image from Figure 4.4b (dashed square) and (b) Figure 

4.4c (image got after 30 minutes), overlaid with corresponding K-means cluster map.  
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By comparing the VPFM image after BEPS with the K-means map, we can correlate the type 

of switched domain with the switching loops. The switching loop highlighted by the yellow 

cluster is shown in Figure 4.4e and often correlates with solid switched domains. The loop has 

a typical ferroelectric loop shape with an anti-clockwise rotation direction and somewhat 

similar absolute value of the piezoresponse in the “read” and “write” state, as such we refer to 

this type of switching behavior as normal switching. The green colored cluster is related to the 

non-switched points on the subsequent VPFM with loops in Figure 4.4f that show a large “write” 

piezoresponse and small “read” piezoresponse, which we describe in this work as non-

switching behavior due to the absence of a typical stable, switched domain. The red-labelled 

switching loop shown in Figure 4.4g is shown to have an opposite clockwise direction and is 

thus described as anomalous switching. This anomalous loop is found to predominantly 

coincide in each case with the ring-shaped domain after BEPS. The last cluster highlighted was 

labelled as nose-like switching due to the doubling up of the hysteresis loop at positive and 

negative bias, as shown in Figure 4.4h. However, while nose-like features are visible also in the 

“write” loops at anomalous switching locations (highlighted in red), the loops highlighted in 

purple show the same “read” loop anti-clockwise direction as the classical ferroelectric curves 

identified by yellow, and similarly often coincide with solid switched domains. In some cases, 

a classified loop shape correlates with a different domain type, for instance some points 

classified as anomalous coincide with a solid switched domain. This could be due to changes 

in domain shape via back-switching over the time between loop acquisition and the subsequent 

PFM image. In some cases, difficulties may also arise in classifying loop shapes that possess 

features of different behaviors into one of the four distinct clusters. Nonetheless, the correlation 

between loop shape and resulting domain shape or absence of domain is evident. Moreover, the 

number of observed prototypical behaviors and their interspersed spatial distribution highlights 

the complex and diverse range of switching behaviors present in the studied film. 

4.3.2 K-means clustering approach 

The observations correspond to the 900 spatial locations (i.e., 30 × 30) over which BEPS was 

conducted. Each observation was classified according to a range of variables, namely the “read” 

and “write” phase as well as “read” and “write” amplitude hysteresis loops at that location.  

Firstly, outliers were removed from the data by removing any point in a loop with an associated 

quality factor below 5 (indicative of a misfit in the corresponding simple harmonic oscillator fit of 

the frequency-response plots). Outliers accounted for ~2% of the data, and predominantly occurred 

around the coercive field where the response reduces significantly. The average of the 2nd and 3rd 

cycles of each of the “read” and “write” phase and amplitude loops was then taken, ignoring 
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previously removed values. The averaging enabled slight de-noising and replacement of removed 

values while maintaining information from both cycles. We note that the loops in both cycles were 

typically very similar. Before implementing K-means clustering, however, a dimensionality 

reduction technique, namely principal component analysis (PCA), was carried out in order to further 

reduce noise and improve efficiency by reducing the size of the dataset analyzed via K-means.28 4 

PCA was carried out on the 2nd and 3rd cycle averaged “read” and “write” phase and amplitude 

loops separately.  

 

Figure 4.6: Principal component analysis followed by K-means clustering in order to identify, 

map, and average the different switching behaviors observed. (a) Scree plot of the 

normalized eigenvalue of the covariance matrix (indicative of the variance) for the 

“read” amplitude and phase, and the “write” amplitude and phase loops (2nd and 

3rd cycle averaged) as a function of the principal component number. (b) 

Visualization of the clusters where the x, y, and z axes correspond to the 1st principal 

component (PC1) of the “read” amplitude, “read” phase, and “write” amplitude, 

respectively. Each datapoint represents an observation or spatial location while the 

color corresponds to the cluster at that location. 

As evident in the scree plot (Figure 4.6a) of the averaged “read” amplitude, “read” phase, “write” 

amplitude and “write” phase, the majority of the variance (96, 96, 92, and 95%, respectively) 

is captured in the first 5 principal components. As such, the first 5 principal components were 

taken of the averaged “read” and “write” phase and amplitude loops separately, again to 

minimize information loss, and concatenated horizontally in a dimensional stacking21 approach 

so as to leverage the range of information acquired by BEPS. This resulted in a 900 row 

(observations) and 20 column (variables) feature array which was then inputted to the K-means 

clustering algorithm so as to classify each observation into one of 4 clusters. In order to show 

the resulting clusters, each of the 900 observations were plotted for visualization purposes 

according to the 1st principal component (PC1) of the “read” amplitude, “read” phase, and 
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“write” amplitude measured at that location, and colored according to their classification in 

Figure 4.6b. As evident, the clusters are well-formed despite the low-dimensional space and the 

separation could be improved if additional dimensions could be accounted for here, e.g., 2nd, 

3rd principal components, etc. as well as those for the “write” phase (which resulted in a similar 

visual separation between clusters when plotted instead of the “write” amplitude). Difficulty in 

classifying loops into one of the distinct clusters may also occur at locations which border 

between different behaviors or clusters. It should be noted that the number of clusters was 

selected on the basis of an initial manual analysis of the hysteresis loops, where four 

prototypical loop shapes were observed. Increasing the number of clusters resulted in clusters 

containing variants of the same general loop shape, e.g., a fifth cluster captured loops which 

bordered having a normal and nose-like shape on locations that yielded a switched domain, a 

level of distinction not needed for this investigation. 

4.3.3 Confirmation of ferroelectricity 

In order to gain a better insight into the hysteresis electromechanical response of the sample, 

we first attempted to verify the contributions to the measured response and to confirm the 

ferroelectric nature of the film. One indication of ferroelectricity is that the switched domains 

are still stable after 72 hours, as shown in Figure 4.7a, highlighting good retention behavior 

expected for ferroelectrics.29 The non-volatile behavior demonstrated here should be regarded 

as evidence for the intrinsic ferroelectricity in this film, while field-induced or charge-induced 

non-ferroelectric switching usually disappears shortly after switching.30 Secondly, as shown in 

Figure 4.7b, a loop was obtained using a tip with a larger spring constant (~42 N/m), which 

have been reported to minimize the contribution of electrostatics to the measured 

piezoresponse.6, 31 The presence of an open hysteresis loop supports that the observed switching 

loops were not caused by electrostatics. Interestingly, in contrast to loops obtained with the 

softer PPP-EFM tips used throughout the rest of the study, the “read” and “write” loops obtained 

using stiffer tips follow the same rotation direction. This points towards the likelihood of 

electrostatics causing “write” loops to change direction, as has been observed in other works.7 

It is possible that the write loop switches direction at a threshold where the electrostatic force 

gradient exceeds the stiffness, which could be linked to the fact that the tip contact stiffness is 

inversely proportional to the measured PFM response.31 It should be noted, however, that due 

to the difficulty in obtaining a sufficient resonance peak for the stiffer probes using the BE setup 

used here, the softer PPP-EFM tips are used elsewhere in this work.  
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Figure 4.7: (a) VPFM phase image at the same location as Figure 4.4b after 72 hours over a 3.5 

× 3.5 µm area. (b) Averaged hysteresis loop obtained using a tip with a larger spring 

constant (~42 N/m), resulting in a minimized electrostatic contribution. The read 

and write loops follow the same direction unlike the loops obtained with the softer 

PPP-EFM tips otherwise used. At a nearby region (c) 1st and (d) 2nd harmonic BE 

VPFM amplitude maps (64 × 64 grid) are measured sequentially in the same 

location over a 1.5 × 1.5 µm area. It should be noted that as (c) and (d) were 

measured sequentially, there may be some spatial offset between the images.  

Additionally, maps of the 1st and 2nd harmonic response, indicative of the linear and quadratic 

responses, respectively, were obtained across the same area. From analysis of the maps in 

Figure 4.7c and 4.7d, the 1st harmonic amplitude response was found to be on average six times 

larger than the 2nd harmonic amplitude in the same position. The half-harmonic method was 

used here, which involves exciting the tip at half the resonance frequency (ω0/2) and measuring 

the resulting response at the resonance frequency (ω0).32 As both 1st and 2nd harmonic 

amplitude responses are collected at resonance, the linear and quadratic responses can be 

directly compared. Following the conclusion of Chen et al., the increased amplitude of the 1st 
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harmonic compared to the 2nd harmonic response suggests that the electromechanical coupling 

response is piezoelectric in nature, arising from the spontaneous polarization.8, 32 The results 

provide strong evidence towards the intrinsic nature of piezoelectricity and ferroelectricity 

observed in this PZT film. 

4.3.4 Variations in response 

 

Figure 4.8: Identifying the origins of the variations in switching behavior. (a) Topography and 

(c) amplitude images overlaid with maps of different switching behaviors over 1 × 

1 µm area in the same location as Figure 4.4c. The transparent colors in the overlaid 

maps indicate the same behaviors as identified in Figure 4.4d: normal switching 

(yellow), non-switching (green), anomalous switching (red), and nose-like 

switching (purple). Note that the (a) topography and (c) amplitude images are 

cropped from a larger region of 3.5 × 3.5 µm, shown in Figure 4.9. (b) High 

resolution transmission electron microscopy image of a grain boundary (highlighted 

by red circle). (d) Schematic diagram of anomalous switching, which occurs in three 

steps: before, during, and after applying voltage from the tip in contact with the 

sample surface. The process results in the stabilization of a ring-shaped domain 

whereby the central portion directly underneath the tip is locally back-switched by 

the field between the grounded tip and injected charge. 
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We then investigated the contributions which cause the range of hysteresis loop and subsequent 

domain shapes shown in Figure 4.4. As demonstrated in Figure 4.7, the ferroelectric nature of 

the film was first verified, allowing the various mechanisms causing the spatial variation to be 

analyzed in greater detail. Figure 4.8 shows topography and amplitude images with overlaid 

maps of the different switching behaviors. As can be seen in Figure 4.8a, non-switching 

behavior mostly occurs on or around the grain boundaries. Additionally, the typical “write” 

state amplitude loop of non-switching points (Figure 4.10), shows a strong linear increase with 

applied voltage, which has previously been considered as evidence of electrostatic response.33 

Meanwhile the amplitude in non-switched points is weaker for the “read” state in comparison 

to the amplitude of the normal switched points. 

 

Figure 4.9: Color maps overlaid onto the 3.5 µm × 3.5 µm (a) topography and (b-d) VPFM 

amplitude images where the unmasked (bright transparent) color highlights 

locations which have (a) non-switching, (b) anomalous, (c) nose-like, and (d) 

normal switching loops. (a) Topography and (b-d) amplitude images correspond to 

the cropped images shown in Figure 4.8a and 4.8c, respectively. This region is the 

same location shown in Figure 4.4b.  
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Figure 4.10: Amplitude and phase associated with the mixed piezoresponse loops for each 

averaged switching behavior from Figure 4.4. (a) Amplitude and (b) phase of 

normal switching loops. (c) Amplitude and (d) phase of non-switching loops. (e) 

Amplitude and (f) phase of nose-like switching loops. (g) Amplitude and (h) phase 

of anomalous switching loops.  
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As evident in Figure 4.8b, TEM imaging reveals that the grain boundaries are narrow and 

extend up to a maximum of ~2 nm, while in contrast, the non-switched regions extend over far 

larger length scales. Hence, the grain boundaries themselves may not be the exclusive cause of 

the non-switching behavior. Instead, one possible explanation is that due to the trenching of the 

grain boundaries, the tip may only be in partial contact with the film surface at these locations 

(i.e., it is unable to make contact with the bottom of the trench/gap between grains). This 

increased lateral contact would in turn result in an increased contribution from shear as opposed 

to longitudinal piezoelectric coefficients and potentially cause in-plane as opposed to out-of-

plane switching. The increased electrostatic contributions to the “write” amplitude could then 

occur due to the increased defect density at the grain boundary, e.g., due to preferential Pb 

removal. While it should be noted that the corresponding lateral PFM images (Figure 4.11) 

show no clear indication of switched in-plane domains, this could be due to back-switching or 

experimental difficulties in resolving the possible switched domain. Alternatively, if the contact 

issues are less severe, the non-switching behavior could arise from the porous structures 

observed at the film and bottom electrode interface (Figure 4.1b). The presence of larger pores 

(some of which were at least 150 nm wide) adjacent to the bottom electrode would also explain 

how the more extensive regions of non-switching occur beyond the grain boundaries, while the 

TEM images (Figure 4.1b) show that the smaller pores seem to preferentially form along the 

grain boundaries. The absence of a bottom electrode in crystals, ceramics or even films grown 

without one leads to the absence of a nucleation site for switched domains, in turn increasing 

the bias necessary for domain nucleation.34, 35 While such conditions still allow for ferroelectric 

switching to occur and hysteresis loops to be measured, it results in increased difficulty for 

domain stabilization with metastable domains forming.36 Although the film possesses a bottom 

Pt electrode, the presence of a pore and gap between the film-electrode at certain locations 

likely replicates the absence of one at those locations. This effect would explain why the non-

switching loops have a similar shape to the normal loops, albeit with a smaller “read” amplitude, 

which would be caused by relaxation of the metastable nucleated domain and an increased 

electrostatic component to the “write” response. The “write” non-switching loops, also have a 

noticeably smaller coercive field compared to the “read” loops; similar observations for PZT 

have previously been attributed to the rapid relaxation of unpinned domains back to their initial 

state, and is in line with the possible presence of metastable domains here.37 Moreover, we see 

a close agreement in the percentage of points which show non-switching in the BEPS 

experiments (35%), and percentage area along the film-electrode interface which consists of a 

pore as observed via TEM (41%), further highlighting the correlation between them. This 

observation also provides further insight into the effect of the absence of domain stabilization 

on the observed hysteresis, resulting in a similar loop shape but with a reduced “read” amplitude.  
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Figure 4.11: (a) Topography and lateral PFM (LPFM) (b) amplitude and (c) phase images from 

the region where BEPS was carried out. (d) LPFM phase image overlaid with the 

map of different switching behaviors.  

Moving onto the anomalous switching behavior, as previously shown in Figure 4.4, the 

anomalous switching loops resulted in ring-shaped domains. Such ring-shaped domains have 

previously been attributed to the mechanism shown in Figure 4.8d, as reported in other 

ferroelectric materials.13, 14 In this process charges are injected into the film during the 

ferroelectric switching process. For instance, as schematized here, negative bias switches the 

polarization upwards and negative charges are injected. After the bias pulse (i.e., during the 

“read” state), the tip acts as a ground with respect to the injected negative charges, in turn 

creating a positive electric field opposite to the applied negative pulse, and switching the center 

of the newly formed upward domain back to a downward-pointing domain. Such a mechanism 

also provides a feasible explanation for the anomalous clockwise “read” loops observed in these 

regions which is opposite to the anticlockwise “read” loops observed elsewhere. While the 

apparent increase in coercive field for the “read” loops compared to the remaining behaviors 

further points toward the strong electrostatic contributions.38 In this case, the BE method 

provides sufficient resolution and signal-to-noise ratio to resolve the anomalous charge 
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injection-switched domain during the “read” state. In previous works, this charge injection 

mechanism was shown to be enabled by a larger defect density which would in turn enable a 

larger saturation density for trapped charges. Interestingly, the map overlaid onto the PFM 

amplitude image in Figure 4.8c shows most of the anomalous switching occurs on or around 

high amplitude regions. As such, the defects causing anomalous switching are also likely to 

cause an enhanced measured electromechanical response. One possibility would be small intra-

granular defects such as that shown in Figure 4.1c, which have been known to affect switching 

and domain wall dynamics.39, 40 Furthermore, the presence of point defects such as oxygen 

vacancies, likely to be present in the film (EELS studies in Figure 4.3), could enable the 

increased saturation density for injected charges. In fact, oxygen vacancies have previously 

been shown to increase charge trapping in films.41 Meanwhile, such a defect may increase the 

electrostatic contribution to the measured PFM response, or alternatively the resulting strain 

around the defect could in turn result in the enhanced apparent piezoresponse at those regions. 

Other defects which might cause the anomalous loops include the presence of intermediate 

pyrochlore or fluorite phase within the dominant perovskite phase which, if present, would also 

likely alter the response and bias-dependent behavior of the film.42 

The normal switching is mostly away from the high amplitude regions as shown in yellow in 

Figure 4.8c, albeit with some exceptions, and likely occurs when little to no interaction with 

structural or charged defects occurs. This highlights the capability of identifying the hysteresis 

loop shape with minimal additional contributions through the help of machine leaning 

techniques and electron microscopy. Such a combination of techniques could feasibly be 

applied to other samples with significant defect-led microstructural variations in order to 

identify and characterize the distribution of defects across the sample and the impact on the 

functional response. The advantage of analyzing both the “read” and “write” response in order 

gain insight into the underlying behavior is also demonstrated. Moreover, the ability to correlate 

hysteresis loop shapes with possible types of defects can provide further insight into the 

mechanism behind the loop shapes themselves and assist interpretation in other works. 

Lastly, looking at the nose-like switching loops (Figure 4.4h) observed at various film locations 

highlighted with purple color in Figure 4.8c, where the “read” loop doubles up over itself after 

switching for both positive and negative bias and results in a stabilized switched domain. The 

loops classified as nose switching loops showed some spatial variation in nose size and point 

at which the loop crossed over itself (resulting in the larger uncertainties in Figure 4.10e and 

4.10f), suggesting a complex origin. With the range of defects observed in the film, charge 

injection or electrochemical effects could strongly contribute to the loop shape, or possibly 

interaction of domain walls with these the defects during switching.43, 44 As evident from the 
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nose switching map (purple color) overlaid onto the PFM amplitude in Figure 4.8c, these points 

are mostly localized adjacent to the defect-induced high amplitude regions. Nose-like switching 

behavior has also previously been reported on other PZT films10 with spatial variations in nose 

size also appearing,45 and were attributed to a pinning of ferroelastic domain walls during 180º 

ferroelectric switching.9 Considering the proximity to the defect-rich high amplitude regions, it 

is possible that the ferroelastic domain walls are pinned by these defects during bias-induced 

switching and modify the hysteretic behavior. However, in this case, nose-like switching loops 

are also observed in the “write” loops of the anomalous switching regions (Figure 4.4g), where 

charge injection related effects are prevalent. Hence, charge injection could contribute to the 

nose feature in the “read” loops here, where possible injection of charge during switching 

results in an enhanced measured amplitude shortly after the coercive field (Figure 4.10e). 

4.4 Summary and conclusions 

We have employed a combination of PFM spectroscopy, machine learning, and electron 

microscopy techniques to characterize a heterogeneous PZT sample and provide insight into a 

diverse range of bias-induced switching behaviors mediated by defect microstructures. One of 

these was an anomalous type switching behavior, which resulted in a ring-shaped domain 

similar to what has been observed on other samples where anomalous domain inversion is 

caused by charge-injection. Here, it was found that this effect also results in a clockwise 

hysteresis loop and was likely enabled by an increased saturation density for charge injection 

at point-like or small (1-2 nm) intra-granular defects, which were identified with the help of 

electron microscopy. Another behavior was a non-switching type loop, which was 

predominantly observed in and around grain boundaries, and was found to have strong 

electrostatic contributions with no stable domain generated after completion of hysteresis loops. 

Such behavior was likely caused by underlying porous regions, reducing the likelihood of 

domain stabilization, or possible tip-surface contact issues resulting in increased lateral 

contributions. Additionally, two different behaviors were found to result in a solid switched 

domain. One exhibited a normal type hysteresis loop with typical saturation at both ends, while 

another demonstrated nose-like features after switching at positive and negative bias. This nose-

like switching behavior was attributed to a possible pinning of ferroelastic variants during 

ferroelectric switching by adjacent defects, or possible charge injection related effects. The 

results provide further insight into the origins of a range of switching behaviors observed in 

heterogeneous ferroelectric films grown on non-conventional substrates. The combination of 

TEM and machine learning with PFM provides a guide for identifying such variations across 

similarly non-uniform films.  
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Chapter 5: Tuning polarization switching-

induced injected current by mechanical 

force in BiFeO3 film 

Apart from characterization of ferroelectric domains and domain switching by contacting with 

the ferroelectric sample surface with an AFM tip, the AFM tip can also modulate the 

ferroelectric interface by applying larger local stress on the surface. In this chapter, we 

demonstrate how the interface of a BiFeO3 film been tuned and how the injected current 

changed during the switching process with different applied local stress from the AFM tip. The 

film used in this chapter is fabricated by Xiong Deng. The PFM, CAFM and XRD 

measurements were carried out by Fengyuan Zhang. 

5.1 Introduction  

Ferroelectric random access memory (FeRAM) is a non-volatile memory which uses 

electrically switchable polarization states to store binary bits of information.1 FeRAM has 

attracted great interest because of its high endurance, fast read/write speed, and low power 

consumption.2-5 However, commercial FeRAM devices still possess relatively low memory 

densities due to scalability issues.6 One of the key factors limiting scalability is that the 

polarization switching-induced displacement current can be too small to detect when the cell 

area is very small (note: current is measured to characterize the polarization state in FeRAM).7 

To enhance the displacement current, ferroelectric materials with large spontaneous 

polarizations (100-200 µC/cm2), such as BiFeO3 (BFO), Pb(Zr,Ti)O3, and PbTiO3
8-10 can be 

employed. However, even with these materials, the enhancement in displacement current 

remains limited. For example, Kwon et al.11 measured a displacement current on the order of 

only 10 pA in a BFO nanocapacitor with a lateral diameter of 300 nm. However, such small 

currents do not meet the requirement of high signal-to-noise ratio for a high-density memory 

device.12 Therefore, measurement of an alternative current having a magnitude much larger 

than that of the displacement current could have profound implications in terms of 
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characterizing the polarization state and in turn overcoming the FeRAM scalability issue.  

Recently, Li et al. reported the observation of an injected current induced by polarization 

switching in a Ga-doped BFO film with a 200-nm top electrode. Notably, the injected current 

was reported to be more than two orders of magnitude larger than the displacement current 

(typically a few pA), which provides a promising way to downscale FeRAM devices.13 Li et al. 

further revealed that the injected current may originate from a polarization switching-induced 

change in the barrier height of the non-ferroelectric interfacial layer (IL) existing between the 

electrode and the ferroelectric layer. However, if the initial barrier height of the IL is very large, 

it can impede the charge transfer and thus make the injected current much smaller than 

expected.14, 15 One intuitive solution is a careful engineering of the IL during the fabrication of 

the ferroelectric layer and the electrode,16 which, however, makes the fabrication process 

tedious and error prone. In exploring an alternative solution, Das et al. reported that the 

tunneling current across an ultrathin (11 unit cells) dielectric film can be systematically 

modified by applying mechanical force with an atomic force microscope (AFM) tip due to the 

flexoelectric control of the tunneling barrier profile.17 Since the IL of interest in a ferroelectric 

film is essentially a several-unit-cell thick dielectric layer (see evidence in Ref. [14]) of similar 

thickness as that in the work of Das et al., we propose that application of mechanical force may 

be an effective approach to modulate the interfacial barrier and thus boost the injected current 

in BFO films.  

To demonstrate this idea, we use a ~50-nm BFO film as a model system and measure the 

current-voltage (I-V) characteristics under different loading forces applied by an AFM tip. It is 

observed that as the loading force increases, the magnitude of the injected current increases and 

the critical voltage to trigger the current injection decreases alongside the coercive fields for 

switching. Possible mechanisms are discussed in terms of the mechanical modulation of barrier 

height and width of the IL. 

5.2 Materials and methods  

5.2.1 Material 

Epitaxial BFO/Ca0.94Ce0.04MnO3 (CCMO) bilayers were fabricated on LaAlO3 (LAO) (001) 

substrates using pulsed laser deposition with a KrF excimer laser (λ = 248 nm). The target-to-

substrate distance was set at ~5.5 cm, and the laser fluence and repetition rate were fixed at 
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~0.63 J/cm2 and 8 Hz, respectively. The CCMO electrode layer was first deposited at 680 °C 

and then the temperature was increased to 700 °C for the growth of the BFO film. The oxygen 

pressure was kept at 15 Pa during the growth of both CCMO and BFO films. 

5.2.1 Methods 

The crystal structures were examined by X-ray diffraction (XRD; PANalytical X′Pert PRO). 

AFM and piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM) images were recorded on a commercial AFM 

(Cypher, Asylum Research). The PFM images were acquired using Dual AC™ Resonance 

Tracking mode with 1.0 V AC voltage near the ~350 kHz resonance frequency.18 Band 

excitation piezoresponse spectroscopy (BEPS)19 and conductive atomic force microscopy 

(CAFM) were performed using another commercial AFM (MFP-3D, Asylum Research). Unless 

otherwise specified, the loading force for AFM, PFM, and CAFM was ~100 nN, which was 

much lower than that required for the structural phase transition (~400 nN). A National 

Instruments module controlled via a LabView interface was used for BEPS measurements. 

Force-voltage characteristics were measured by performing BEPS as a function of force (up to 

~925 nN) applied to the sample surface via the AFM tip. Forces ranging from ~50 to ~925 nN 

in increments of ~125 nN were applied. The DC voltages (VDC) were varied over 64 steps as 0 

V → +10 V → 0 V → -10 V → 0 V in increments of 0.625 V, while the AC voltage (VAC) was 

kept at 1.0 V and ~350 kHz. The resulting data were fitted to a simple harmonic oscillator model 

using custom MATLAB scripts. For all AFM-based experiments, conductive Pt/Ir coated 

probes (PPP-EFM, Nanosensors) with a spring constant of 2.0 ± 0.2 N/m (as calibrated via the 

Sader method20) and a resonance frequency of ~77 kHz were used. The deflection sensitivity 

(50.1 ± 0.1 nm/V) of the cantilever was determined by measuring 10 force-distance curves on 

a glass slide. The loading force used in this work has an estimated error of ~10% based on the 

spring constant and deflection sensitivity uncertainties.21 The voltage was defined to be positive 

when the tip was positively biased.  

5.3 Results and discussion 

The topography of a typical ~50 nm BFO film grown on the CCMO-buffered LAO substrate, 

showing distinct features of the BFO mixed phases, is presented in Figure 5.1a. Specifically, 

the flat regions are attributed to the tetragonal-like (T’) phase while the stripe-like regions 

correspond to the mixed T’ and rhombohedral-like (R’) phases. These topographic features are 

consistent with those of previously reported mixed-phase BFO films grown on the LAO 
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substrates.22 When grown on the CCMO-buffered LAO substrate, the BFO film is subjected to 

a large compressive strain of 4.3% (note: the in-plane lattice constants of bulk BFO, CCMO, 

and LAO are ~3.96 Å, ~3.77 Å, and ~3.79 Å, respectively).23 The large compressive strain can 

induce the formation of the T’ phase. As the film grows thicker (~50 nm for our BFO film), the 

strain relaxes and hence the R’ phase, which is more stable than the T’ phase in the bulk form, 

is formed. 24, 25The existence of mixed T’ and R’ phases can also be evidenced by the XRD 

results (see Figure 5.2), which display characteristic (00l) diffraction peaks from both T’ and R’ 

phases of BFO. Note that the calculated thickness of this film from the fringes in between the 

peak of T’ and R’ phase in XRD image is consistent with the real thickness of ~50 nm.  A mixed-

phase BFO film was used in this work in order to show the universality of the mechanical 

modulation of current injection in different phases.  

 

Figure 5.1: (a) Topography and vertical PFM (b) amplitude and (c) phase images after poling 

the mixed-phase BFO film grown on a CCMO-buffered LAO substrate with +8 V 

(left box) and -8 V (right box). 

Vertical PFM amplitude and phase images were measured after poling the BFO film with +8 V 

and -8 V applied to the left and right boxes (1.5 μm × 3 μm), respectively. As seen in Figure 

5.1b, c, the ±8 V-poled regions show ~180° phase contrast and domain walls are observed at 

the boundaries of the -8 V-poled region, indicating that the domains in the ±8 V-poled regions 

are aligned in the opposite out-of-plane directions. In addition, it is deduced that the as-grown 

region has a downward polarization.  
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Figure 5.2: XRD θ-2θ scan of the BFO/CCMO/LAO epitaxial thin film. The peaks at ~19.2° 

and ~22.3° correspond to the T’ and R’ phases, respectively. The other two 

unmarked peaks at ~20.3° and ~21.2° may correspond to two transitional 

monoclinic phases that emerge along with the transition from the T’ phase to the R’ 

phase. 

 

Figure 5.3: Vertical PFM (a, b) phase images after poling with tip biases of (a) -4/+2 V and (b) 

-5/+3 V and gradually increasing the loading force. The poled regions are the same 

as those in Figure 5.1b, c. (c) Average phase hysteresis loop under different loading 

forces obtained from BEPS measurements on 5 × 5 grids and (d) the coercive 

voltages obtained from c. Blue and green dashed lines in d indicate the applied 

voltages in a and b, respectively. 
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It has been reported that the mechanical force loading on a ferroelectric film can greatly 

influence domain switching.26, 27 Therefore, the switching behavior of our BFO film needs to 

be further studied considering the effects of both electric field and mechanical force. First, the 

+8 V and -8 V-poled regions (as shown in Figure 5.1c) were re-poled with tip biases of -4 V 

and +2 V, which were less than the negative and positive coercive voltages under ~100 nN, 

respectively, based on our preliminary measurements. As the tip was scanned from bottom to 

top, the loading force was increased from ~100 nN to ~900 nN in increments of ~100 nN every 

~330 nm. The applied forces were determined by the product of the spring constant, deflection 

sensitivity, and tip deflection (see details in Methods and materials). Then, the resultant PFM 

phase images were measured, as shown in Figure 5.3a. At the tip bias of -4 V, no 180° domain 

(out of plane) switching occurs when the applied force is lower than ~900 nN, but the domains 

can be fully switched when the applied force reaches ~900 nN. By contrast, at the tip bias of 

+2 V, only partial domain switching occurs even when the applied force reaches ~900 nN. Next, 

the tip biases were increased from -4/+2 V to -5/+3 V, respectively, and similar measurements 

were repeated. As shown in Figure 5.3b, the tip bias of -5 V (+3 V) can fully switch the domains 

at the applied force of ~200 nN (~700 nN). These results demonstrate that both positive and 

negative voltages required for downward and upward domain switching, respectively, decrease 

with increasing loading force.  

To further investigate the effect of loading force on the domain switching, BEPS measurements 

with applied forces ranging from ~50 nN to ~925 nN were performed on 5 × 5 grids in the as-

grown regions of the film. The resultant topography and PFM images after BEPS measurements, 

shown in Figure 5.4a, d, demonstrate that no surface damage occurs even under ~925 nN. 

Figure 5.3c shows the average hysteresis loops, which become narrower as the loading force 

increases. The decrease in both positive and negative coercive voltages (determined in Figure 

5.4) with increasing loading force is apparent in Figure 5.3d. One can also see from Figure 5.3d 

that at the critical voltage of -5 V (+3 V), the domain switching occurs when the loading force 

reaches ~140 nN (~650 nN), consistent with the results shown in Figure 5.3b. It is therefore 

confirmed that increasing mechanical force can decrease both positive and negative coercive 

voltages. However, a different observation based on phase-field modeling of the flexoelectric 

effect was reported previously, namely, that the positive coercive voltage decreased while the 

negative coercive voltage increased with increasing mechanical force.28 The difference between 

our findings and previously reported observations implicates that mechanisms besides the 

flexoelectric effect may arise in our BFO film, as discussed later.  
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Figure 5.4: (a, d) Topography and PFM (b, c) amplitude and (c, f) phase images (a-c) before 

and (d-f) after BEPS measurements. Force was increased from 50 nN to 925 nN and 

back in 125 nN nm steps. DC voltages of 0 V → +10 V → 0 V → -10 V → 0 V in 

0.625 V steps were applied at each applied force along with an AC voltage of 1 V. 

Comparing (a) and (d), no topography damage is observed after application of force. 

The PFM amplitude and phase images in (e) and (f), respectively, show domain 

switching after BEPS measurements. Averaged (g) phase and (h) amplitude 

hysteresis loops of 25 points (5 × 5 grids) at each applied force from 50 nN to 925 

nN. The coercive voltages are determined from (g) at the intersects of the loops on 

the -90 degree axis (gray dashed line). The legends in (g) apply also to (h). 

While the mechanical force influences the domain switching significantly, the question remains 

whether it can also modulate the conduction behavior. We therefore investigated the I-V 

characteristics by locating the tip on the as-grown film with different loading forces. Figure 

5.5a presents the typical I-V curve under a ~750 nN loading force. One can clearly observe two 

current peaks located at -4 V and +2.5 V, respectively. These voltages coincide with the coercive 
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voltages, as shown in Figure 5.5a, suggesting the current peaks are related to the polarization 

switching.12 However, the current peak at -6 V represents typical leakage behavior and is not 

directly relevant to the polarization switching.29  

 

Figure 5.5: (a) Typical I-V curve measured under the loading force of 750 nN and corresponding 

PFM phase loop. I-V curves measured with (b) 0 V → + 8 V → 0 V and (c) 0 V → 

-8 V → 0 V for four sequential cycles (absolute current is shown). Insets in b and c 

show the sequence of the applied voltage. Black and red arrows represent the 

voltage sweep direction for current and phase, respectively. 

To further distinguish whether a current peak is related to the polarization switching or not, 

unipolar voltage sweeps were applied with the same 750 nN loading force. Figure 5.5b shows 

the 𝐼 − 𝑉 curves measured with 0 V → +8 V → 0 V for four sequential cycles. Prior to the first 

cycle, a preset pulse (-8 V, 4 s) was applied to switch the polarization to the upward direction. 

Only the black 𝐼 − 𝑉 curve, i.e., the first cycle, presents a large current peak at +3 V while the 

other three subsequent cycles show no current peaks. For the unipolar negative voltage sweeps 

(see Figure 5.5c), the current peak at -4.5 V appears only in the first cycle, a behavior similar 

to that of the current peak at +3 V. However, there is another current peak at -8 V, which appears 

in every cycle. Because the polarization switching occurs only in the first cycle and the voltages 

of +3 V and -4.5 V are close to the coercive voltages, the two current peaks at +3 V and -4.5 V 

are thus confirmed to be polarization switching-related. It is also known that the leakage current 

exists in every cycle; therefore, the current peak at -8 V is attributed to leakage current and is 

not directly relevant to the polarization switching.  
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Figure 5.6: (a) Modified positive up-negative down (PUND) waveform. (b) The currents 

measured in the positive, up, negative, and down pulses are denoted as IP, IU, IN, 

and ID, respectively. (c) I-V curves of IP-IU and IN-ID, which were used to calculate 

the positive and negative nominal polarizations, respectively. Note that only the 

current in the peak region was integrated over time to calculate the nominal 

polarization, while the leakage current, which was not fully deducted by the PUND 

method (see red dashed circle), was manually excluded in the calculation. The 

whole cycle including 2000 points and the duration of each pulse is 2 ms. A contact 

area having a 25 nm radius is assumed (tip radius is ~25 nm); the nominal 

polarization is 2-3 orders of magnitude higher than the polarization of BFO even if 

the contact radius is 100 nm which is larger than the switched domain (50 nm in 

radius). 

To further understand the nature of the current peak at the vicinity of coercive voltage, the 

nominal polarization is calculated by integrating the current over time in the peak region (note: 

the leakage current was deduced using a positive up-negative down (PUND) method; see Figure 

5.6). The calculated nominal polarizations are 979 mC/cm2 and 212 mC/cm2 (using tip radius 

as contact area radius) or 245 mC/cm2 and 53 mC/cm2 (using switched domain radius as contact 

area radius) for the positive and negative switching, respectively, assuming a contact area with 

a radius of 25 nm. These nominal polarization values are four orders of magnitude larger than 

the polarizations of BFO (~60 μC/cm2 and ∼130 μC/cm2 for the R’ and T’ phases, 

respectively).30, 31 Therefore, the polarization switching-induced displacement current can be 

excluded as the major origin for the current peak observed in our BFO film. Some previous 

works reported that band alignment can be modified by polarization, leading to non-volatile 

resistive switching where the modified resistance state can persist even after the completion of 

polarization switching.32 However, here we observe that the current is enhanced only during 

the polarization switching while it drops significantly after the completion of polarization 
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switching. However, such current peak is not due to the domain wall conductivity, because the 

domain wall doesn’t show obvious conductivity on this sample. The origin for the presence of 

current peak during polarization switching may thus be attributed to the polarization switching-

induced injected current as observed by Li et al.13 In brief, during the polarization switching, 

the polarization charge can temporally induce a large electric field at the ferroelectric/electrode 

interface (several MV/cm), which reduces the barrier height and triggers a significant charge 

injection. Subsequently, some of the injected charge carriers may become trapped at the 

interface and screen the polarization charge. This can restore the barrier height and in turn result 

in the decrease of current. A current peak is therefore formed owing to the polarization 

switching-induced charge injection followed by charge trapping.  

 

Figure 5.7:Typical I-V curves measured with (a) increasing and (d) decreasing loading forces 

on the BFO film. (b, e) Logarithmic I-V curves in the positive voltage region from 

a and d, respectively. (c) Nominal polarization (𝑃𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 ) calculated with the 

contact radius of 50 nm (switched domain radius) and (f) voltage corresponding to 

the current peak (𝑉𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘) as a function of loading force. 

We now focus on the modulation of observed injection currents via control of the mechanical 

force. We measured a series of I-V curves with the loading force increasing from ~50 nN to 

~750 nN (Figure 5.7a). As the negative branches of the I-V curves are significantly affected by 

the leakage currents, only the positive branches will be further analyzed (see Figure 5.7b). The 

current peak is weak under a small loading force and increases with increasing loading force. 

After the loading force reached ~750 nN, it was gradually reduced to ~50 nN and the 

corresponding I-V curves were measured to test the reversibility of the mechanical modulation. 
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As shown in Figure 5.7d, e, the current peak gradually reduces as the loading force decreases 

from ~750 nN to ~50 nN. The nominal polarizations under different loading forces are plotted 

in Figure 5.7c. The nominal polarization increases (decreases) with increasing (decreasing) 

loading force, and it reaches a maximum value of ~22 mC/cm2 under the loading force of ~750 

nN. The difference (around an order of magnitude) between this nominal polarization value and 

that in Figure 5.5 may be due to film inhomogeneity or a decrease in the actual contact area. In 

addition, Figure 5.7b, e also show that as the loading force increases (decreases) the current 

peak shifts systematically leftward (rightward) along the voltage axis, signifying the decrease 

(increase) of the voltage to trigger the current injection (i.e., 𝑉𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 in Figure 5.7f). This trend 

for 𝑉𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘  is similar to that of the coercive voltage (see Figure 5.3d), further verifying the 

correlation between the current peak and the polarization switching. It is noteworthy that the 

mechanical modulation of the current peak can be observed in both T’-phase and mixed-phase 

regions, demonstrating the universality of this phenomenon (see Figure 5.8). Moreover, Figure 

5.9 demonstrates that the enhancement of the current peak with increasing loading force is 

unlikely to be caused by the contact area change as the leakage current does not vary with the 

same trend as the current peak.  

 

Figure 5.8: I-V curves with increasing loading forces in (a) a mixed-phase region and (b) a T’-

phase region. In both regions, the current peak increases and shifts to lower voltage 

with increasing loading force. Though the phase can change from T’ to R’ above a 

certain force (~400 nN), a similar trend is observed in both locations.  
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Figure 5.9: I-V curves with increasing loading force in one location. As the loading force 

increases from 900 nN to 1050 nN, the current peak becomes higher while the 

leakage current does not. Even though the leakage current at 900 nN is higher than 

at 100 nN, the current peak enhancement is much larger than that of the leakage 

current. Therefore, the enhancement of the current peak cannot be simply explained 

by the contact area change.  

The above results demonstrate that applying mechanical force can enhance the current peak as 

well as reduce 𝑉𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘. The mechanism may be illustrated by the schematic model shown in 

Figure 5.10. When the applied loading force is small, the effective barrier height of the IL 

between the tip and the BFO film is relatively high. Thus, the current flowing across the barrier, 

either by thermionic emission or tunneling, is low. When the loading force becomes large, the 

effective barrier height may be reduced due to the flexoelectric effect.17 On the other hand, the 

large loading force can also squeeze the interface layer, which is directly under the tip, as 

calculated by the finite element method, effectively narrowing the barrier width.26, 33 Both 

reduced barrier height and narrowed barrier width can contribute to the enhanced current. In 

addition, the narrowed barrier width may reduce the voltage dropped across the IL, and thus, 

the actual voltage across the ferroelectric layer may increase. This can be supported by the 

observation of the increase of amplitude response with loading force (Figure 5.4h).34 Therefore, 

a smaller applied voltage can trigger the polarization switching and associated current injection, 

thus reducing 𝑉𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘.  
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Figure 5.10: Schematic illustrations of the mechanism for the mechanical modulation of current 

injection in a ferroelectric film. Energy band diagrams of the metal-coated 

tip/interfacial layer (IL)/ferroelectric (FE) structure at a positive tip bias under (a) 

weak and (b) strong loading forces (solid black arrows). The orange and blue arrows 

indicate tunneling and thermionic emission, respectively. The purple arrows 

indicate flexoelectric polarization while the arrows with black outlines indicate 

ferroelectric polarization. 

5.4 Summary and conclusions 

The I-V characteristics of epitaxial BFO thin films on CCMO-buffered substrates were 

measured using CAFM. Current peaks located at the vicinity of the coercive voltages were 

observed, and they were demonstrated to be the polarization switching-induced injected 

currents. We applied different mechanical forces via the AFM tip to modulate the current peak. 

By increasing the loading force, the current peak becomes higher and the voltage to trigger the 

current peak decreases, which may be explained by the reduced barrier height and narrowed 

barrier width. We have therefore demonstrated an effective approach, i.e., applying mechanical 

force, to modulate the polarization switching-induced injected current. Since this injected 

current can be modulated to be many orders of magnitude larger than the displacement current, 

our finding may thus benefit the development of high-density FeRAM devices.  
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Chapter 6. Investigation of AFM-based 

machining of ferroelectric thin films at the 

nanoscale 

So far, we have seen how AFM can be used to characterize and modulate ferroelectric 

properties with applied local stress from tens of nN to ~1µN. When the applied local stress 

from the tip increased to tens of µN, the AFM tip can be used to machine the ferroelectric film. 

This chapter investigated the parameters for machining the ferroelectric thin film with AFM 

tips. This chapter is based on published work, and all figures are reprinted from “F.Y. Zhang et 

al., Investigation of AFM-based machining of ferroelectric thin films at the nanoscale J. Appl. 

Phys. 127, 034103 (2020)” with permission from AIP Publishing.1 The film used in this chapter 

is fabricated by Xiong Deng and Yadong Wang. The tip reconstruction was done by Dr. David 

Edwards. The AFM, PFM and CAFM measurements were carried out by Fengyuan Zhang and 

Dr. David Edwards. 

6.1 Introduction  

Physical modification of materials at the nanoscale in functional materials is essential for 

numerous nanotechnology-based applications as well as fundamental investigations into their 

functional behavior.2 One of the approaches to achieve this end is atomic force microscopy 

(AFM)-based machining, where a force is applied via a sufficiently stiff AFM probe to 

mechanically remove material locally from the sample.3-5 Also referred to as mechanical 

scanning probe lithography or nanomechanical machining, this technique has been utilized in 

a number of recent studies to, e.g., fabricate complex arrays of 3D nanodots on polymer 

polycarbonate samples6 and nanochannels of varying depth in silicon,7 reproduce photographs 

on a polished aluminum disk,8 and form single photon emitters via nanoindentations on a 

polymer film.9 The analysis of AFM-based machining behavior has been utilized to characterize 

the hardness of materials in nanoscale sclerometry measurements,10 and AFM-based machining 

has also been used to precisely remove material from regions of the sample surface in 
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tomography investigations.11-14 Given the simplicity of this approach, one would expect that it 

could be adapted to ferroic materials, which find extensive applications in data-storage, and in 

particular to ferroelectric oxides where there is strong interest in both the fabrication of 

nanostructures15 and volumetric investigations.16-18 Despite this promising utility, few AFM-

based machining studies have been applied to ferroelectrics 19-21 (i.e., materials possessing a 

spontaneous polarization that is reversible under an applied electric field). One notable 

exception is the recent work by Steffes et al.,19 where volumetric imaging of ferroelectric 

domains in a BiFeO3 (BFO) thin film was achieved through sequential nanometric removal of 

layers of the film with a large (~11.4 μN) loading force while monitoring the domain structure 

via piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM).  

The electric-field switchable polarization of ferroelectrics along with large piezoelectric 

response, nanoscale conductive anomalies, and above bandgap photovoltaic behavior enable a 

range of potential applications relevant to data storage, nanoelectronics, and sensors.22, 23 With 

the continuing miniaturization of electronic devices, numerous studies have focused on 

fabrication of ferroelectric nanostructures so as to minimize the size of the switchable 

ferroelectric elements.24 The effect of mechanical boundary conditions such as epitaxial strain, 

substrate clamping, and localized stress have been shown to have a pronounced effect on the 

properties of a number of ferroelectric materials.25-28 As such, studies have also involved 

fabrication of ferroelectric nanostructures as a means to alter the mechanical boundary 

conditions imposed on the ferroelectric material and provide further physical insight into 

different ferroelectric phenomena mediated though the release of mechanical constraints.27, 29, 

30 Such nanostructures have conventionally been fabricated through a range of bottom-up 

(mask-assisted pulsed laser deposition,31 block co-polymer self-assembly32) and top-down 

(focused ion beam (FIB),33 electron beam writing34 and AFM-assisted crystallisation35) 

techniques. In ferroelectric samples, tomography investigations have typically been achieved 

by carefully polishing relaxor ferroelectric ceramic samples,36 repeated surface chemical 

etching of bulk Pb(Zr,Ti)O3,37 or via non-destructive confocal Raman microscopy of both 

periodically poled as well as more complex dendritic electrically-induced domains in 

LiNbO3.38, 39 In this context, AFM-based machining provides an alternative low-cost option to 

both fabricate nanostructures as well as undertake tomographic functional investigations, while 

avoiding problems related to ion-injection from FIB,40 mask limitations (where the 

nanostructure is limited by the shape and dimensions of the mask) with mask-assisted bottom-

up approaches15 and low resolution (~1 µm) of confocal Raman microscopy.19 The AFM setup 

also enables data to be collected in-situ during the machining process, thereby providing insight 

into the mechanical as well as functional properties, such as the conductivity, of the material.19 

In order to exploit these advantages, the technique must be able to reliably machine a broad 
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range of depths into the ferroelectric sample and also be able to fabricate reproducible 

nanostructures with small (< 100 nm) lateral dimensions for high-density applications. The 

sensitivity and precision of AFM enables a range of parameters such as loading force, tip 

velocity, scan angle, etc. to be varied; all of which can be used to control the machining process, 

as has been observed on a range of different materials.41-43 However, the effect of these 

parameters on a ferroelectric thin film is largely unknown. In particular, the effect of loading 

forces exceeding 20 µN, where larger depths (tens of nm) of material can be removed in a single 

pass of the AFM tip, has not been investigated. In examining the effect of these parameters, the 

capability and limitations of the technique to fabricate ferroelectric nanostructures needs to be 

explored. 

In this work, we systematically investigate the effect of AFM parameters on the machining 

behavior of an epitaxially-strained thin film of BFO, a lead-free ferroelectric where the epitaxial 

constraint gives rise to a coexistence of different phases. Such films are prime candidates for 

magnetoelectric, piezoelectric, and nanoelectronic devices.44-46 Here, the conditions required to 

thin local regions of such a mixed phase BFO film to a range of depths are theoretically 

predicted and experimentally demonstrated, which could be utilized for fabrication of complex 

3D nanostructures, measurement of certain properties as a function of thickness, or in some 

cases alteration of ferroelectric properties due to local changes in film thickness.19, 47 A 

framework is established to determine the optimum conditions required to fabricate 

nanostructures with the smallest lateral dimensions possible in the film. Finally, the possibility 

for fabricating a range of different nanostructures is explored. 

6.2 Materials and methods 

6.2.1 Samples 

In this work, ~50 nm thick epitaxial BiFeO3/Ca0.94Ce0.04MnO3 /LaAlO3 (BFO/CCMO/LAO) 

and BiFeO3/LaSrMnO3/LaAlO3 (BFO/LSMO/LAO) films were used. Both films were 

fabricated by pulsed laser deposition with a KrF excimer laser (λ = 248 nm). The laser fluence 

and repetition rate were fixed at 0.63 J/cm2 and 8 Hz, respectively. The target and substrate 

distance were set at 5.5 cm, while the films were deposited in an ambient oxygen pressure of 

15 Pa and a deposition temperature of 680-700 ℃. Cr-Au electrodes ~70 µm in diameter 

comprising 5 nm of Cr and 2 nm of Au were evaporated onto the BFO films through a shadow 
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mask using an electron beam evaporator (DE400, DE Technology, USA) at a rate of 0.4 Å/s in 

vacuum.  

6.2.2 AFM tips 

Diamond AFM probes (NM-RC and NM-TC, Adama Innovations Ltd., Ireland) with a spring 

constant, k, of 130.57 N/m and 117.07 N/m, respectively (as calibrated via the Sader method),48 

were used in contact mode for all machining operations. It should be noted that the spring 

constant calibration can have an uncertainty of up to ±10%.49 The deflection sensitivity of both 

cantilevers was determined by carrying out a 10 × 10 array of force distance curves post 

machining on a thick diamond film, providing values of 46.6 ± 0.1 nm/V for the NM-TC tip 

and 44.1 ± 0.1 nm/V for the NM-RC tip. To extract mechanical properties and fabricate 

nanostructures, the NM-RC probes were used, which have a nominal tip radius of 10 ± 5 nm. 

NM-TC probes were used for the thinning experiments and have a larger nominal radius of 25 

± 10 nm. Both probe types have a ~90° opening angle. Residual pile-up of material due to 

machining operations was subsequently removed by imaging of the region with a small, non-

destructive loading force (~1 µN) using the same diamond probe (demonstrated in Figure 6.1c).  

 

Figure 6.1: Demonstration of pile-up removal after machining. (a) Tapping mode image after 

machining the array of squares shown in Figure 6.6b. (b) Contact mode image at a 

normal imaging force (< 0.5 μN) immediately afterwards during the cleaning pass. 

Such a loading force is well below the ~10 µN required for machining with the same 

tip. (c) Tapping mode image over a larger area after the cleaning image had finished, 

demonstrating how the machined residue was moved to the perimeter of the 

cleaning image. All images were obtained with the same diamond tip used for 

machining. 
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Figure 6.2: Tip reconstructions at various stages. (a) 3D image of the NM-RC tip before and (b) 

after it was used for the machining experiments shown in this paper. (c) 

Reconstructed 3D image of the NM-TC tip apex before and (d) after it was used for 

the machining experiments shown in this paper. It can be noted that the x axis is 

parallel to the cantilever long axis, while the y axis is parallel to the cantilever short 

axis. The effective radius of the reconstructed (e) NM-RC tip (f) and NM-TC tip as 

a function of depth from the apex. The radius of the tip is plotted both before (black) 

and after (red) all machining operations were carried out. A model of the tip shape 

is also shown by the dashed lines. For the NM-RC tip, the tip was best modelled by 

a rounded, conical tip with a 2.5 nm radius and 43° tip half angle initially, and a 3 

nm radius and a 52° tip half angle after machining. For the NM-TC tip, the tip was 

best modelled by a truncated cone with 39 nm radius and 53° tip half angle initially, 

and a 40 nm radius and a 55° tip half angle after machining.  
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Before and after each machining experiment, the profiles of the diamond probes were evaluated 

by blind tip reconstruction, after scanning a tip characterization grating (TGT101, MikroMasch, 

Germany), as shown in Figure 6.2.50, 51 The blind reconstruction technique51 implemented by 

Gwyddion,52 was then used to reconstruct the tip shape. 3D images of both the NM-RC and 

NM-TC tip apexes are shown in Figure 6.2a and 6.2c, respectively, in their “initial” states 

before the machining experiments were carried out. The cross-sectional areas (𝐴) of both of the 

reconstructed tips were then calculated as a function depth (distance from the tip apex) and 

converted into an effective radius 𝑅, where 

 𝑅 =  √
𝐴

𝜋
 (6.1) 

The effective radius of both tips in their “initial” and “final” states after all machining 

experiments are shown in Figure 6.2e, f. It should be noted that some preliminary machining 

experiments were carried out using these tips prior to the definition of the “initial” state, so as 

to wear down the apex of the tip slightly down to a more “stable” regime and ensure increased 

repeatability of the machining behavior. As evident, a relatively small amount of tip 

degradation occurred over the entire course of the machining experiments shown in this work, 

with the effective radius of the NM-RC tip increasing by ~10% and the NM-TC tip increasing 

by ~3%. The radius of the most accurate approximation for each tip is also shown by the dashed 

lines in Figure 6.2e, f. The NM-RC tip was used for the bulk of the machining experiments in 

this chapter. 

Although the diamond probes are also capable of imaging the resulting machined features (see 

Figure 6.1b), sharp Si probes (PPP-NCHR, Nanosensors, Switzerland) were used to obtain all 

of the topography images shown in this work to minimize any artefacts due to machined residue 

on the tip or the oblique opening angle of the diamond probes. Conductive PtIr5 coated Si probes 

(PPP-EFM, Nanosensors, Switzerland) were used to acquire piezoresponse and conductivity 

images. All experiments were carried out using a commercial AFM (Cypher, Asylum Research, 

USA). It should be noted that the inclination angle between the cantilever and sample is ~11°, 

while the sample typically had a tilt of ~1°-2° with respect to the cantilever, as determined from 

unflattened images. Vertical PFM (VPFM) images and local hysteresis loops were obtained 

using the built-in dual-frequency resonance tracking (DFRT) mode, with a 1 VAC imaging bias, 

centered around a contact resonance frequency of ~330 kHz.53 
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6.3 Results and discussion 

6.3.1 AFM-based machining for material thinning 

 

Figure 6.3: Effect of different AFM parameters on the thinning of local regions of a mixed 

phase BFO film. (a) Topography after applying a matrix of loading forces and 

separations between adjacent scan lines at a constant velocity of 0.25 µm/s. (b) 

Topography after applying a matrix of loading forces and tip velocities at a constant 

line-separation of 10 nm. Variation in machined (c) depth and (e) roughness (rms) 

from (a). The dashed lines with hollow symbols labelled “est” describe the 

corresponding depths estimated by the nanochannel depth prediction model.54 

Variation in machined (d) depth and (f) roughness (rms) from (b). Values in (e, f) 

where machining has occurred can be seen to have a larger roughness than the 0.8 

± 0.2 nm (rms) of the as-grown film, which is represented by the grey shaded region. 

The applied force values have an uncertainty of ±10%.49 
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Figure 6.3a shows the AFM topography image of a region of the film after application of 

varying loading forces using three different separations between adjacent lines. This was 

carried out at a constant velocity of 0.25 µm/s, which was selected based on preliminary testing. 

The mixed phase BFO film consists of a coexistence of rhombohedral-like (R’) phase, which 

comprises the banded needle-like structures within a tetragonal-like (T’) phase matrix. Due to 

a combination of the tip size and a possible softening of material adjacent to the machined 

regions (which is then removed during machining of subsequent lines), the resulting machined 

boxes have rectangular dimensions of approximately 1000 × 500 nm. At a glance, it can be seen 

that the largest line-separations and lowest loading forces result in no material removal. The 

depth increases with loading force and decreases with line-separation. The average depth and 

roughness of each machined box (analyzed over a constant area per box) is shown quantitatively 

in Figure 6.3c and 6.3e, respectively. The depth was obtained by first aligning (via MATLAB) 

the topography images before and after machining, such that the difference in height on the 

unmachined regions of the before and after images was minimized. The average height of an 

array of 25 × 25 pixels within the machined squares was then subtracted from the average height 

of an array of pixels over the same region before it was machined so as to account for the initial 

variations in height due to the mixed phase topography. The scans before and after machining 

were taken with the same pixel density (512 × 512 pixels over 100 µm2), in turn enabling the 

sample area over which the change in depth is measured to be the same. The depth and standard 

deviation values are plotted in Figure 6.3c, d. For the largest line-separation of 60 nm, which is 

slightly larger than the measured NM-TC tip radius of ~40 nm (see Figure 6.2), machining does 

not occur until 82 µN is applied. In contrast, for the lowest line-separation of 10 nm, machining 

occurs for loading forces ≥ 49 µN. The machined depth at 99 µN load also increases 

dramatically from 17 ± 2 nm for 60 nm line-separation, to 45 ± 6 nm for 10 nm line-separation, 

highlighting the strong effect of varying line-separation with the increased overlap between 

adjacent machined lines at low separations effectively enabling repeated machining over the 

same regions and an increased depth.7, 50 The shallowest machined depth of 0.9 ± 0.3 nm was 

obtained with 49 µN load at a 10 nm line-separation. This is similar to the gradual (< 1 nm) 

removal of material observed in a number of previous works.11, 14, 19 In the aforementioned 

studies, such gradual removal was initiated, in some cases, after repeated scanning with a 

relatively smaller (~11 µN) loading force. Hence, it is feasible that repeated scanning with the 

parameters where no machining was observed may lead to comparable behavior, i.e., removal 

of material in a manner similar to that associated with the ploughing regime, where plastic 

deformation begins to occur.42, 55 As expected, the larger forces used here enabled a more rapid 

removal of material. 
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Additionally, a 3 × 6 grid of 500 × 500 nm regions were machined at a constant line-separation 

of 10 nm, while varying the tip velocity and applied loading force. The topography of these 

machined regions is shown in Figure 6.3b, while the measured depth and roughness are shown 

in Figure 6.3d and 6.3f, respectively. Little variation in the depth or roughness is observed with 

different tip velocities, aside from at the larger loading forces (≥ 58 µN) where a slight increase 

in depth is observed at the two slower tip velocities within the errors. At the largest force and 

slowest tip velocity, the depth obtained was 56 ± 3 nm, exceeding the film thickness and 

resulting in partial removal of the bottom electrode. When machining to depths approaching 

the film thickness, it is difficult to determine whether or not the bottom electrode has been 

partially machined; however, assuming the bottom electrode has a similar or lower yield stress 

compared to the BFO film (as both materials are perovskite films), it is likely that some of the 

bottom electrode was removed as well. Some deviation in depth between the squares machined 

by identical parameters in the machining experiment is evident, as shown in Figures 6.3c and 

6.3d. More specifically, physical removal of material begins at a lower loading force in the 

experiment using a varying velocity, in comparison to the experiment using a constant velocity. 

This deviation highlights additional uncertainty at low loading forces that could occur due to 

variations in tip contact area across the surface, mechanically-induced phase transformations,45 

machined pile-up at the tip apex, and a reduction in the tip-sample friction, which is known to 

occur at low machining depths.41 Meanwhile, the machined depths at larger loading forces are 

more consistent between experiments. Such behavior is analogous to FIB milling, where 

additional considerations are required in some cases when milling to nanoscale depths, as 

opposed to microscale depths.56, 57 

In analyzing the roughness more closely - as a function of line-separation and loading force in 

Figure 6.3e, and tip velocity and force in Figure 6.3f - the clearest trend is the increase in 

roughness with depth. For instance, at the lowest machined depths (0.9 ± 0.3 nm), the measured 

roughness (0.8 nm) is similar to the average roughness measured across various 500 × 500 nm 

regions of the as-grown sample (0.8 ± 0.2 nm), as indicated by the baseline in Figures 6.1e and 

6.1f. While at increased depths, the roughness reaches much higher values of 3-8 nm. The 

dispersion in roughness values despite identical machining parameters being used in some cases 

(e.g., 66 µN at 0.25 µm/s and 10 nm line-separation in Figures 6.1e and 6.1f, further highlights 

the aforementioned deviation in machining behavior, which could also be related to factors 

such as redeposition of machined residue. Although the roughness values at varying separations 

appear similar, the increased depth at 10 nm line spacing alludes to that particular separation 

enabling the deepest and smoothest machining. Additionally, it may be possible to machine 

with large depths via application of larger loading forces and reduce the roughness via 

subsequent scans with lower (~40-60 µN) forces in a ‘cut and polish’ type of approach. 
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Meanwhile, no clear variation in roughness is observed with varying tip velocities as has been 

observed in AFM-based machining studies on other materials.58 

Experimental data was compared to predictions made from the model used in Geng et al.54 This 

model was chosen as it accounts for line-separation, and does not require precise values of the 

Young’s modulus, which is known to exhibit substantial variation in mixed phase BFO, both 

spatially across the film (between the R’ and T’ phases) and with a range of different values 

quoted in literature.59-61 Besides, this model considers the effect of the tip geometry for 

nanomachining in detail. Both sphere-like tip geometry and cone combined with a sphere-like 

tip geometry, which is the same case with our study, have been considered in this model. The 

model approximates the machining process as a hard abrasive particle sliding over a softer 

sample. The loading force (𝐹𝑁) is given as the product of the yield stress, 𝜎𝑦, multiplied by the 

horizontally projected area of interface 𝐴𝑇.  

 𝐹𝑁 = 𝜎𝑦𝐴𝑇                                                          (6.2) 

𝐴𝑇 is dependent on the line-separation 𝛥, as well as the effective tip radius 𝑅′ at the machined 

depth ℎ. As shown in Figure 6.2f, the tip used here can be approximated by a truncated cone 

with a tip half angle (αtha) of 54 ± 1º with a flat circular apex with radius of 39.5 ± 0.5 nm. 

Hence, 𝐴𝑇 can be approximated as follows.54  

𝐴𝑇 =
1

3
(2𝑅′ − ∆)√(2𝑅′ − ∆)∆ +

1

2
𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑠

𝑅′−∆

𝑅′
𝑅′2 −

1

2
(𝑅′ − ∆)√𝑅′2 − (𝑅′ − ∆)2 (6.3) 

where 𝑅′ is described in terms of ℎ, the tip radius 𝑅0 and αtha  

             𝑅′ = (ℎ − 𝑅0(1 − 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛼𝑡ℎ𝑎)) 𝑡𝑎𝑛 𝛼𝑡ℎ𝑎 + 𝑅0𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝛼𝑡ℎ𝑎                   (6.4) 

By inserting Equation 6.3 and 6.4 into Equation 6.2, the loading force 𝐹𝑁  is related with the 

machined depth h. With a constant  𝜎𝑦 , the machined depth h can be estimated with the loading 

force 𝐹𝑁.  The yield stress 𝜎𝑦 for plastic indentation can be obtained at the nanoscale using the same 

AFM tips for nanoindentation. Figure 6.4a shows an initial topography image of a region of the film 

showing a mixture of dark needle-like structures comprising the R’ phase, interspersed within a 

raised matrix comprising the T’ phase typical of mixed phase BFO.62 An array of nanoindentations 

was then carried out, with the maximum applied load varied along the vertical axis, and probe 
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velocity varied along the horizontal axis. For each nanoindentation, the maximum loading force was 

set as a trigger event upon which a change in tip direction would occur. In the resulting topography 

image in Figure 6.4b, a number of additional R’ phase needles were observed nucleated around the 

regions where nanoindentations were carried out. Such an observation is consistent with 

observations of T’ to R’ phase transformations under sufficient loads (several hundred nN) in 

literature.59, 63Meanwhile, plastic indentation appears to occur at 30 μN and above. The indentations 

show an oval-like shape, due to tip translation under loading. Such an effect can result in artefacts 

in nanoindentation data which may be corrected by applying a compensating x-piezo motion (not 

done as part of this work).64 

 

Two example nanoindentation measurements, highlighted in Figure 6.4b by the red and green circles, 

are shown in Figures 6.4c and 6.4d, respectively. As evident in the extension curves, a number of 

rapid changes in behavior occur at larger forces. Even for the force curves where no plastic 

indentation in observed, a substantial increase in the gradient begins above ~8 μN. This is likely an 

effect of the mechanically-induced transition from T’- to R’-phase transition as evident by the 

increased R’ phase population after the force curves were obtained. It should be noted, however, 

that as this transition is reversible under an electric field,46 it does not signify the onset of plastic 

deformation. At larger forces meanwhile, additional changes occur in the form of pop-in events due 

to plastic deformation above 20 μN (as indicated in Figure 6.4d). Due to the ascribed behavior and 

resulting possible artefacts in the nanoindentation curves, the curves were considered to be not 

suitable for fitting with models in order to extract a Young’s modulus value. Previous studies on 

mixed phase BFO have reported values varying from 10-70 GPa.59, 61 

The yield force for plastic indentation was identified from the curves and the contact area 

estimated from a reconstructed profile of the tip. The force at which plastic indentation occurs 

is evident by the sudden decrease in the force indentation gradient above ~30 μN. From each 

of the force indentation curves acquired, the average yield force ( 𝐹𝑁) was found to be 33.2 ± 

3.3 μN and occurs at an average indentation of 8.6 ± 0.9 nm. The relatively small uncertainties 

(~10%) despite the spatial variation in initial mixed phase population and resulting levels of tip 

translation, indicates that these factors have a sufficiently minimal effect on  𝐹𝑁 . From the 

reconstructed tip profile before the indentation measurement was carried out, the tip area A is 

481.0 ± 65.2 nm2 at 8.6 ± 0.9 nm from the tip apex with the uncertainty propagating from the 

variation in the depth at which  𝐹𝑦 occurs. Approximating the yield stress (𝜎𝑦) from Equation 

6.2, results in an estimated yield stress of 71.1 ± 15.9 GPa. Comparing the extracted value of 

𝜎𝑦  to those obtained on other ferroelectric materials, the 𝜎𝑦  measured here is significantly 

larger than those obtained via microindentation experiments.65 The likely overestimation 

observed here may be due to the indentation geometries, with the sharper probe and contact 
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radius used here giving rise to a different concentration of stress fields compared to 

microindentation experiments.66 However, as a similar tip geometry is used for subsequent 

machining experiments carried out in this work, the extracted value should provide an 

appropriate approximation for predicting the subsequent machining behavior, as observed in 

the agreement with experimental data at higher loads. 

Using the value for 𝜎𝑦  of 71.1 ± 15.9 GPa, as estimated from AFM nanoindentation 

experiments (Figure 6.4), the predicted machined depth ℎ can be determined using the above 

Equation 6.4. These are shown as dashed lines in Figures 6.3c and 6.3d. The large uncertainties 

propagate from the uncertainty in 𝜎𝑦. The estimated depths tend to compare well at larger 

loading forces but deviate at lower loading forces. This may be due to the model not accounting 

for factors such as elastic recovery, friction, surface roughness, and the influence of the 

machined pile-up material. Such observations are similar to those previously obtained on 

metals,54 where larger machined depths (> 50 nm) were predicted more accurately than smaller 

ones. 

 
Figure 6.4: Nanoindentation of mixed phase BFO. Topography (a) before and (b) after 

nanoindentation at varying maximum load and velocity. Nanoindentation profiles 

from the points highlighted by the (c) red and (d) green circle.  
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The ability to control the machined depth in thin films enables the study of the variation in 

properties as a function of depth, as well as fabricating 3D nanostructures. As a basic example, 

of the former, a conductive AFM (CAFM) scan (Figure 6.5) demonstrates that current increases 

for machined depths ≥ 50 nm, indicating that the tip has machined though the insulating 

ferroelectric film to the conductive bottom electrode below. Such observations can provide an 

indication of film thickness, with an average estimated thickness of 48 ± 1 nm.  

  

Figure 6.5: Determining film thickness. (a) Topography and (c) corresponding CAFM image of 

the machined squares shown in Figure 6.3b. The CAFM was obtained using a 1 V 

bias to the bottom electrode, with a 500 MΩ resistor in series. The line profiles from 

the blue lines are shown in (b). Evident that the current increases sharply at a depth 

close to 50 nm, as indicated by the grey dashed lines. From a study of a range of 

different line profiles across various regions of the image the film thickness was 

estimated as 48 ± 1 nm. 

6.3.2 AFM-based machining for nanostructure fabrication 

In exploring the potential of AFM-based machining for nanostructure fabrication, a crucial 

aspect involves determination of the sharpest possible feature (i.e., maximum depth and 

minimum width) that can be reliably fabricated with the AFM tip. Nominally, this would 

depend on parameters related to the profile of the tip (such as the half angle and tip radius) as 

well as the film thickness. For instance, the BFO film is ~50 nm thick, while the reconstructed 

profile of the NM-RC tip (used for the remaining experiments in this work) can be modelled 

by a rounded cone with a radius of 2.5 nm and a half angle of 43°. From this, the diameter of 

the tip at 50 nm from the apex is ~105 nm in diameter, and so could ideally enable features to 

be machined through the thickness of the film that are slightly greater than ~105 nm in width, 
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or features that have a depth of 5 nm and width of ~25 nm, with the tip being effectively utilized 

as a nanoscale diamond scribe. To determine if these depth versus width relationships hold true, 

we investigated the effect of different AFM parameters on the machined depth and width of 

single lines.  

 

Figure 6.6: The effect of machining angle. (a) Topography of a 12 × 12 µm region of the BFO 

film after machining four circles that are 2.5 μm in diameter using a loading force 

of 70 μN at 0.5 µm/s. The sample was rotated to 0º (top left), 32º (top right), 62º 

(bottom left), and 90º (bottom right) for the four circles, so as to isolate machining 

angle-related effects. The inset image in (a) shows the cantilever (white arrow) 

angle with respect to the sample (grey background) which corresponds to each 

circle. The red arrows show the machining direction and position where the 

machining angle is 0º. αm is defined as the angle between the long axis of the 

cantilever and the tip motion direction as schematized in Figure 6.7. (b) The 

machined depth, machined αha (half angle of the machined line), and the lateral 

deflection of tip versus αm for different sample rotation angles. 

The effect of machining angle αm (i.e., the direction of the tip relative to the sample) on 

machined depth and width was examined by machining a series of circles encompassing the 

effect of all possible angles. To exclude external effects such as the crystallization direction of 

the film and the tip-sample azimuthal angle, the sample was physically rotated anticlockwise 

to 4 different angles (0º, 32º, 62º, and 90º). Figure 6.6a shows the topography after machining 

the circles at these four rotated angles at a constant force of 70 μN with 0.5 µm/s tip velocity. 
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These force and tip velocity values were chosen based on preliminary measurements resulting 

in significant machined depths without exceeding the thickness of the thin film. The red arrow 

in each circle represents the tip location and machining direction at 0º (i.e., when the machining 

angle is parallel to the long axis of the cantilever). The value of the machined depth and half 

angle of the machined line, αha (indicative of width and sharpness), at each αm was then 

determined by cross-section analysis across the machined lines (schematized in Figure 6.7). 

Each of the four machined circles show similar variations in machined depth and αha with αm, 

as shown in Figure 6.6b, thereby excluding non-machining angle-related effects.  

Another advantage of using AFM in these studies is that data can be acquired in-situ during 

machining. The lateral deflection signal, proportional to the force across the short axis of the 

cantilever, is shown in Figure 6.6b (reset to 0 prior to each machining). The machined depth is 

minimized when αm corresponds to ~30º and ~210º, at similar values of αm where the lateral 

deflection shows local maxima or minima. Although αha also shows local minima at these αm, 

as the machined depth is at a minimum, these angles are a suboptimal choice for achieving the 

sharpest possible machined features. Meanwhile, αha shows a strong variation with different 

machining angles; for instance αha is smaller for a range of αm values at ~0-50 and ~180-

220º, when approximately parallel to the cantilever long axis, compared to at αm ~90 and 

~270º, which is perpendicular to the long axis of the cantilever. This variation can be explained 

by the fact that the calculated spring constant parallel to the cantilever long axis is almost twice 

that of the spring constant parallel to the short axis.67 This observation is also evident in lateral 

deflections shown in Figure 6.6b, as the signal measured when machining roughly parallel to 

the cantilever long axis is closer to zero compared to other machining angles. An increased 

lateral deflection and torsion of the cantilever, in turn results in a larger αha and a wider 

machined trench due to the geometry of the tip-sample contact. For example, if the tip rotates 

~10° around the short axis when αm ~90°, we can assume the tip would only rotate ~5° around 

the long axis when αm ~0°, as it is known (from above) that the cantilever is almost twice as 

stiff along the latter direction. From studying the reconstructed tip, this additional ~5° tilt would 

result in a ~15% increase in contact area at a 15 nm depth. The influence of cantilever lateral 

deflection or torsion on the resulting depth and width has also been suggested in previous AFM-

based machining studies on other materials, where the torsion is caused by a combination of 

friction and the resistance of the material to deformation during the machining process.43 Such 

an effect could be obviated by utilizing a stiffer cantilever. Although the lateral deflection 

reaches zero at ~10-20º, this could be due to the increased machined depth which occurs at 0º, 

in turn resulting in increased torsion. Further study of the machined depth and αha of straight 
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lines at varying machining angles can be found in Figure 6.7. We conclude that a machining 

angle of 0º can be used to machine the sharpest possible features. 

 

 

Figure 6.7: (a) Topography after machining single lines at varying scan angles. The red arrow 

runs parallel to the cantilever long axis while the white arrow indicates the direction 

of tip motion. αm was defined as the angle between these two arrows which represent 

the direction of the cantilever long axis and the direction of the tip motion, 

respectively. (b) Plots of depth, αha and width as a function of machining angle. 

Again, the sharpest (deepest with lowest half angle) line is machined around where 

αm = 0º. The depth, αha and width are determined by the average line profile across 

the machined scratch. The inset image in (b) shows an example of the line profile 

across the dashed red box in (a).  
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Figure 6.8: The effect of varying tip velocity and loading force at a constant machining angle. 

(a) The topography of a 12 × 12 µm region of the BFO film after machining a series 

of lines that are 1 µm in length with varying tip velocity and loading force. (b) 

Machined depth (with the theoretical estimates denoted by “est”), (c) half angle and 

(d) width as analyzed from (a) as a function of loading force for different tip 

velocities. The scale bar is 2 µm. 

In order to fabricate nanoscale structures using an AFM tip, it is also essential to study the effect 

of different loading forces and tip velocities on the depth and width (defined as schematized in 

Figure 6.7b) of a single machined line. Figure 6.8a shows a series of straight lines machined 

with different tip velocities from 0.125-2 μm/s from left to right, and with different loading 

forces from 17-86 μN from top to bottom. All lines were machined at αm = 0º as it was 

previously established to give the sharpest machining. At each loading force, the tip velocity 

was observed to have little effect on the depth of the machined lines, which is similar to what 

has been observed on other materials.40 Machining began for tip velocities < 2 µm/s at 17 μN, 

and the machined depth increased significantly with the increasing force (~0.085 nm/μN). The 
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machined depths were also predicted using the nanomechanical model used in Geng et al.54 for 

machining single lines, where 

          𝑨𝑻 =
𝟏

𝟐
𝝅(𝑹𝟎 𝒄𝒐𝒔 𝜶𝒕𝒉𝒂 + (𝒉 − 𝑹𝟎 + 𝑹𝟎 𝒔𝒊𝒏 𝜶𝒕𝒉𝒂) 𝒕𝒂𝒏 𝜶𝒕𝒉𝒂 )𝟐               

(6.5) 

The NM-RC tip was modelled as a rounded cone with αtha of 47° and R0 of 2.5 nm, as shown 

in Figure 6.6. 𝑨𝑻 is proportional to the loading force  𝑭𝑵 and 𝑹𝟎
𝟐from Equation 6.2 and 6.1, 

thus the  𝒉  can be estimated with the applied loading force  𝑭𝑵  from Equation 6.5. 

Repeatability is also evident here, e.g., at a loading force of ~69 µN and tip velocity of 0.5 µm/s 

the machined depth (~24 nm) agrees with the corresponding machined depth in Figure 6.6. αha 

was observed to decrease with increasing loading force. This demonstrates that αha is larger for 

the shallowest machined lines, likely due to the larger half angle of the tip itself close to the 

apex. However, based on the dispersion in the data and the size of the error bars, it is unclear if 

αha stabilizes or continues to decrease at higher loading forces. The width of the machined lines 

appears to increase linearly with loading force up until ~43 µN, after which the rate of increase 

slows. The width also appears to be affected by tip velocity. For instance, at larger loading 

forces, faster tip velocities result in features that are up to ~40 nm wider than at slower 

velocities. It should be noted that when carrying out the experiment, the lines were machined 

in the order from the slowest to the fastest velocities, and so these results may be influenced by 

an accumulation of machined material on the tip. Moreover, when carrying out part of the 

experiment in reverse order, as shown in Figure 6.9, the variation appears more random, 

highlighting that velocity likely has a more subtle effect on the machining behavior. 

Meanwhile, the relatively large width and αha of the machined lines compared to the 

reconstructed profile of the tip could be attributed to the lateral tilt of the tip with the global 11 

± 2° inclination angle between the cantilever and sample, along with additional tilt during 

machining caused by lateral torsion or buckling of the cantilever. For example, if we account 

for this global inclination angle along with an additional, say ~10° tilt during machining, the 

contact area estimated from the reconstructed tip at a machined depth of ~15 nm increases 

~45%, compared to a tip without any tilt. An additional factor to the increased machined width 

could be the effect of mechanically induced phase transformations. 
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Figure 6.9: The effect of tip velocity and loading force at a constant machining angle (lines 

machined in order from fastest to slowest velocities (in reverse order of Figure 6.8)). 

(a) The topography of a 5 × 5 µm region of the film after machining a series of lines 

that are 1 µm in length. (b) Machined depth, (c) half angle and (d) width as analyzed 

from (a) as a function of loading force for different tip velocities. As evident, when 

carrying out the experiment in reverse order to Figure 6.8, the slowest tip velocity 

no longer gives rise to the deepest and narrowest depths. The scale bar is 1 µm. 
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Figure 6.10: Characterization of a 90 nm nanoisland. (a) (i) Topography and line profiles 

corresponding to the (ii) blue and (iii) red lines. (b) (i) VPFM amplitude and (ii) 

phase loop on the island. (c) VPFM phase image (i) before and (ii) after acquisition 

of the hysteresis loop, showing reversal of the measured phase from pointing down 

to up. (iii) VPFM amplitude after loop acquisition showing a minimum in amplitude 

around the switched domain corresponding to the induced domain wall.  

With the effects of different AFM parameters on the depth and width of machined features in 

this ferroelectric film determined, we proceed to fabricate nanostructures with the smallest 

lateral features enabled by this method. Here, simple square nanoislands were fabricated by 

machining two parallel lines at αm = 0º separated by a defined distance that defines the lateral 

dimensions of the island. Subsequently, the sample was rotated by 90º and two more parallel 

lines, separated by the same defined distance were machined at αm = 0º to create a single 

nanoisland. From Figure 6.8, it was observed that a 17 µN loading force at 0.125 µm/s gave 

rise to a machined depth just below 5 nm and a width of ~70 nm. Using the above parameters, 

a 90 × 90 nm nanoisland was machined, as shown in Figure 6.10a. The lines were machined 
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longer than 90 nm, so as to accommodate for any microscope drift and guarantee overlap of the 

orthogonal lines. Line profiles corresponding to the vertical (red) and horizontal (blue) lines in 

the topography image are shown in Figures 6.10a (ii) and (iii), respectively. The blue horizontal 

line profiles across the first pair of lines machined shows a depth of ~5 nm, as expected. 

However, for the second pair of lines machined (red vertical lines), the machined depth 

increased to ~10 nm despite the observation from Figure 6.6 that rotating the sample had little 

effect on the machined depth. This increase in machined depth with the same loading force 

could be caused by a softening of the surrounding region after the first pair of lines were 

machined, as has been observed in other materials. It could also be due to a jolting effect of the 

tip as it crosses orthogonally over the previously machined line; this effect is evident when 

monitoring the lateral deflection of the cantilever (Figure 6.11), where a decrease in lateral 

deflection is observed after crossing over the first previously machined line, which coincides 

with a subsequent increase in machined depth. As evidenced by the line profiles, the top surface 

of the fabricated island is at the same height as the surrounding surface height, with the black 

lines highlighting the lateral dimensions of the island.  

 

Figure 6.11: Measured VPFM (a) amplitude and (b) phase hysteresis loops on the as-grown 

regions of the film. (c) Lateral deflection of the cantilever during machining of the 

first pair of machined lines (αm = 0º) and second pair of machined lines (αm = 90º) 

with 90 nm separation. At αm = 0º, the lateral deflection is relatively constant, while 

at αm = 90º it takes a sudden dip after crossing over the previously machined lines. 
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Figure 6.12: (a) (i) Topography after fabricating a 120 nm nanoisland with line profiles 

corresponding to the (ii) red and (iii) blue lines. (b) (i) VPFM amplitude and (ii) 

phase loop on the island. (c) VPFM phase image (i) before and (ii) after acquisition 

of the hysteresis loop, showing reversal of the measured phase from pointing down 

to up. (iii) VPFM amplitude after loop acquisition showing a minimum in amplitude 

around the switched domain corresponding to the induced domain wall. 

To increase the machined depth, a 52 µN loading force at 0.125 µm/s was chosen with an 

expected depth of ~20 nm and width of ~100 nm (see Figure 6.8). Using these parameters, a 

second nanoisland with 120 nm line-separation was fabricated (Figure 6.12a). Similar to the 

smaller nanoisland, the line profiles again show that the first pair of lines machined (blue) have 

a depth of ~15 nm whilst the second pair of lines machined (red) are > 25 nm deep. In this case, 

the width of the machined line does not increase as rapidly between depths of 15 and 25 nm, 

c.f. 5 and 10 nm; this is likely similar to the effect discussed in Figure 6.8, where αha was found 

to be larger for shallower machined lines.  
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The ferroelectric properties of these nanoislands were then examined. Figure 6.10b (i) and (ii) 

show the DFRT VPFM amplitude and phase hysteresis loops acquired on the 90 nm island (see 

Figure 6.12b for the 120 nm nanoisland). In both cases, full phase reversal is achieved, which 

is accompanied by a minimum in amplitude, as typically observed for ferroelectrics.68 

Compared to loops acquired on the as-grown film (Figure 6.11), a slight increase in the coercive 

field at negative bias from the tip (opposite to the initial polarization direction of the film) is 

observed. Similar increases in coercive fields have been observed on nanoislands machined by 

other methods on ferroelectric thin films and have been attributed to defects at the sidewalls of 

the islands causing increased pinning.69 In order to further demonstrate the ferroelectricity of 

the nanoislands, DFRT VPFM images before and after loop acquisition are shown from the 90 

and 120 nm nanoislands in Figure 6.10c and Figure 6.12c, respectively. In both cases, the initial 

VPFM phase images (Figure 6.10c (i)) show a uniform polarization pointing down towards the 

substrate. As the hysteresis loops were completed following the application of negative bias 

values, the resulting VPFM phase shows a reversal of polarization orientation pointing up 

towards the surface. The switched points were found to be stable over time and are accompanied 

by a minimum in VPFM amplitude (Figure 6.10c (iii)) at the domain walls. It should be noted 

that as the machined depth is less than the thickness of the film, switching may not be totally 

confined to the island as it is still connected to the surrounding film in the region adjacent to 

the bottom electrode. Nevertheless, the machined trench does appear to limit the propagation 

of domains from the island to the surrounding film (with one small needle domain propagating 

to the left of the switched location in the bigger machined island), as evidenced by the shape of 

the switched domain, which more strongly resembles the shape of the island itself. Another 

point of interest is that an increase in VPFM amplitude is observed around the periphery of the 

machined sections. Although possibly caused by topographic cross-talk, such an enhancement 

has also been observed in PFM studies of other ferroelectric samples that have been subjected 

to plastic indentation, and has been attributed to the effect of residual tensile strain or increased 

dislocation activity around the indents.70-72 

The dimensions of the nanoislands fabricated in this study highlight the limitations of AFM-

based machining in fabricating ultra-high-density nanostructures. For instance, the minimum 

lateral dimensions of 90 and 120 nm at depths of 5 and 20 nm, are larger than the diameter of 

the reconstructed tip shown in Figure 6.6 of ~25 and ~65 nm at those depths. This difference is 

likely due to the previously mentioned factors, which result in a widening of the machined lines, 

including the lateral tilt of the tip during machining. However, despite AFM-based machining 

comparing unfavorably with bottom-up techniques, which have previously achieved sub-10 nm 

islands on ultra-thin (< 2 nm) films,31 further improvements could easily be made using stiffer 

cantilevers, with a higher-aspect ratio tip, on thinner films. Machining on a thinner film would 
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reduce pile-up and more easily enable machining through the thickness of film, in turn resulting 

in nanostructures that are isolated from the rest of the film. Indeed, a region of the film could 

potentially be thinned via machining before nanostructure fabrication. A higher-aspect ratio tip 

would reduce the limitation imposed by the shape of the tip, albeit such a change could come 

at the cost of lowering the stiffness. While a stiffer cantilever would feasibly result in reduced 

lateral torsion and deflection, which in turn may enable the widths of the machined features to 

be closer to the dimensions of the tip itself. This may also reduce the effect of αm on the 

machining behavior, in turn enabling high-density nanostructures to be fabricated without the 

need to physically rotate the sample, and restricted only by the tip velocities used here (up to 2 

µm/s). Although different tips would give rise to different machining behavior, the ascribed 

approach provides a useful tool through which to characterize the machining behavior and 

optimize the fabrication of nanostructures. Such a process could be further streamlined via 

machine-learning approaches.73-76  

 

Figure 6.13: Examples of nanostructures that can be fabricated by AFM-based machining. 

Topography of (a) the University College Dublin harp logo and (b) a 100 nm 

nanoisland array machined on the BFO film. (c) Topography of a machined 

nanocapacitor array and the corresponding (d) VPFM phase after selectively 

switching elements with -10 V from the tip into a checkerboard pattern. (e) VPFM 

phase after applying +10 V to reverse the elements back to their initial state. 
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Furthermore, AFM-based machining can be readily used to fabricate a range of nanostructures 

and arrays. For example, more complex patterns can be fabricated, as demonstrated in Figure 

6.13a where a harp shape (the University College Dublin logo) has been machined by the tip 

on the BFO film. A nanoarray consisting of islands 100 × 100 nm in size, fabricated on the 

BFO film is also shown in Figure 6.13b. The array was achieved through the same methods as 

described for Figure 6.10, except with longer parallel lines, machined periodically over a larger 

area. Such arrays could feasibly be fabricated over the entire range of the AFM scanner (e.g., 

30-100 µm, depending on the microscope used), and scaled-up even further through parallel 

processing, e.g., millipede-like schemes with arrays of stiff cantilevers.77 

In addition to machining the bare surface of a ferroelectric film, AFM-based machining can 

also be carried out on deposited top-electrodes in order to fabricate a range of electrode 

structures. Here, a 5 nm film of Cr, followed by 2 nm of Au was evaporated onto a region of a 

mixed phase BFO film. Cr was chosen as an electrode due to its low value of ductility and high 

brittleness78, enabling pile-up from machining to be easily cleared. While having a top layer of 

gold is a commonly used technique to improve electrical contact between the tip and film via 

the electrode. Machining on thicker gold films was also attempted, however, the high ductility 

of gold led to persistent difficulties in removing the pile-up from machining. The electrode was 

chosen to be thin (total thickness 7 nm), so as to enable smaller electrode structures to be easily 

machined.  

Prior to fabricating a nanoarray on the BFO-Cr-Au film, a similar procedure to that shown in Figure 

6.8 for the bare surface was carried out, as shown in Figure 6.14. An array of lines was machined 

on a Cr-Au coated BFO film with αm = 0º at varying loading forces and scan speeds as shown in the 

resulting AFM topography image in Figure 6.14a. The BFO-Cr-Au film shown here has an electrode 

with 5 nm of Cr followed by 0.5 nm Au and is different to the one shown in Figure 6.13c. The 

measured line depths and widths are then plotted in Figure 6.14b and 6.14c, respectively. In contrast 

to the more linear increase in depth at lower forces (< 25 µN) on the bare surface, a more gradual 

increase in depth is observed on the electrode up until a threshold of 22.5 µN, where a depth close 

to 5 nm is reached. Beyond this threshold, the depth increases more rapidly. This behavior could be 

due to the difference in mechanical properties between Cr and BFO, where Cr has a yield stress of 

430 MPa, which is much softer than the 71.1 GPa estimated here for BFO. Meanwhile, the behavior 

of the width with varying loading forces is similar to that observed on the bare film.  

Although in this case only the top electrodes are isolated while the bottom electrode is shared, 

similar to the terminology described in previous works where similar structures were fabricated, 

we describe the resulting nanoarray as a nanocapacitor array.79, 80 The topography of the 
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fabricated nanocapacitor array is shown in Figure 6.13c. It can be seen that the top electrodes 

on some of the islands have de-laminated, possibly due to poor adhesion. However, most of the 

nanocapacitor array remained intact. As demonstrated in Figures 6.5d and 6.5e, the elements 

are individually addressable and can be reversibly switched. Through application of negative 

bias (exceeding the coercive voltage) from the tip to selective elements in a checkerboard 

pattern, the polarization switches from pointing down, to pointing up, as indicated by the purple 

color in the VPFM phase image in Figure 6.13d. With subsequent application of an above-

coercive, positive bias from the tip, these elements can then be reversed back to their initial 

state, as shown in Figure 6.13e. A nanocapacitor array was also fabricated on the BFO-Cr-Au 

film on LSMO substrate and is shown in Figure 6.14d, where a series of lines were machined 

by scanning an array with 20 µN at 1 µm/s with a 150 nm line separation. This electrode showed 

better adhesion to the BFO surface compared to that shown in Figure 6.13c, possibly due to the 

surface being cleaner before metal deposition. However, the underlying BFO film suffered 

problems relating to dielectric breakdown near the coercive field and was grown with a bottom 

electrode as opposed to the film in Figure 6.13c which possesses a CCMO bottom electrode. 

 
Figure 6.14: Fabrication of a nanocapacitor array. (a) Topography after scanning an array of 

single lines with varying loading forces and tip velocities. The measured (b) depth 

and (c) width of the machined lines. Topography of a nanocapacitor array with the 

corresponding line profile along the (e) y axis (in blue) and (f) x axis in red showing 

that the tip has machined through the thickness of the top electrode, creating 

individual capacitor elements.  
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6.4 Summary and conclusions 

The capabilities and limitations of AFM-based machining of ferroelectric thin films has been 

systematically explored on epitaxially strained BFO. Machining using a broad range of loading 

forces, separation between adjacent lines, and tip velocities were found to locally thin regions of the 

film in a single pass to a range of depths by as little as sub-nm and as much as through the thickness 

of the film into the underlying bottom electrode. Hence, the technique can be used to remove entire 

layers of material and determine film thickness (in conjunction with CAFM), as well as remove 

multiple layers of different materials. The results were found to compare favorably to a nanochannel 

depth prediction model at larger loading forces, with larger deviations at lower forces. A process 

was also established to obtain nanostructures with the smallest possible lateral dimensions in the 

film. This involved analyzing the effect of different scanning angles, where it was found that 

scanning parallel to the cantilever long axis gave rise to the sharpest (i.e., deepest and narrowest) 

features; while examining the effect of different loading velocities and forces revealed that tip 

velocities had a minimal effect while having a clean tip apex resulted in sharper features at each 

force and depth. From this, we were able to fabricate individually addressable ferroelectric 

nanostructures that were at least 5 nm and 20 nm deep, with respective widths of 90 nm and 120 

nm. While the lateral dimensions of the islands were larger than the minimum size achievable based 

on the profile of the tip (~25 and ~65 nm at those depths), further improvements could be achieved 

with a stiffer, higher-aspect ratio tip. The possibility of fabricating a broad range of nanostructures 

was also demonstrated and machining could also be achieved on films with Cr-Au electrodes, 

enabling a proof-of-concept demonstration of a ferroelectric nanocapacitor array.  
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Chapter 7. Summary, conclusions and 

future work 

7.1 Summary and conclusions 

In summary, we demonstrated the characterization, tunning, and fabrication of ferroelectric thin 

films by applying different local stresses (from low to high) with an atomic force microscope (AFM) 

tip. The main part of this research is conducted using AFM and AFM based electrical techniques 

such as electrostatic force microscopy (EFM), conductive AFM (CAFM), a series of piezoresponse 

force microscopy (PFM) including dual-frequency resonance tracking (DFRT) mode, second-

harmonic PFM (SHPFM), band excitation (BE) mode and related switching modes like switching 

spectroscopy (SSPFM) and PFM lithography. Complimentary information about crystal structure 

was obtained with transmission electron microscopy (TEM) based techniques. Machine learning 

has also been used for data analysis in this work. The main experimental results are summarized 

and concluded below: 

Firstly, an AFM tip with gentle applied force was used for characterizing ferroelectric domains and 

domain switching by applying AC voltage to measure the electromechanical response and DC 

voltage to switch the polarization underneath the tip. PFM spectroscopy was carried out to study the 

ferroelectric properties in a localized region on the inhomogeneous PZT film fabricated by chemical 

solution deposition and a novel pulsed thermal processing (PTP) crystallization technique on a glass 

substrate. Due to the defects in this heterogeneous PZT film, the measured switching behaviors are 

various and can be classified into four clusters by K-means clustering. These four types of switching 

behaviors also correspond to the domains after BEPS experiment which are normal ferroelectric 

switching with a solid domain, anomalous anti-clockwise switching with ring domain, nose-

switching with solid domain, and non-switching with no switched domain. Along with the 

complimentary PFM amplitude image, which shows the electromechanical response, the AFM 

image, which shows the topography, and the TEM images, which show the cross-sectional structure, 

these four behaviors are mainly attributed to ferroelectricity, charge-injection, grain boundaries and 

porous regions, and ferroelastic variants by defects, respectively. This study provides a careful 

measurement and analysis of switching behaviors carried out with PFM spectroscopy. These 

characterized switching behaviors and their represented physical origin may provide a guide for 
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interpreting data from other inhomogeneous ferroelectric films grown on other substrates such as 

flexible Kapton by PTP and similar methods. 

Secondly, with the increased forces applied via the AFM tip, the I-V behavior of the domain 

switching process of the BFO thin film was modulated. The epitaxial BFO thin was fabricated by 

pulsed laser deposition and switched very well with ±8 V. The PFM experiments with increased 

loading forces confirmed that both positive and negative coercive voltages decreased when the 

applied force increased. The CAFM experiments revealed that the injected current, which only 

happens during domain switching, increased while applied force increased and decreased while 

applied force deceased. These results can be attributed to the interface of BFO film underneath the 

AFM tip being modulated under different forces. The larger applied force from the tip can narrow 

the width of the dielectric layer at the interface and decrease the barrier height, thus increasing the 

injected current during switching. The finding on the stress modulated current behavior could be 

further exploited towards resistance change-based devices and/or sensors.  

Thirdly, when the loading force increased up to µN, AFM-based machining can be performed on 

the ferroelectric thin films. We systematically explored a broad range of parameters that may affect 

the machining. We found that the ferroelectric layers can be removed, and the film thickness can be 

determined by controlling the loading force and the separation between adjacent lines. Besides, a 

process to obtain ferroelectric nanostructures with the smallest lateral dimension has been 

investigated. A range of parameters including loading force, velocity, milling angle were studied to 

give rise to the sharpest features. The results have shown that the loading force and scratch angle 

determines the scratch depth and width while the velocity has a minimal effect. A nanoisland with 

~90 nm in lateral size and ~5 nm in height was successfully fabricated and showed undamaged 

ferroelectricity with this method. Moreover, a broad range of nanostructures such as nanocapacitor 

arrays and a harp logo was also achieved. This AFM-based machining could have broader 

implications for the fabrication of various ferroelectric-based devices.  

With the above results, the questions asked in Chapter 1 can be answered as follows.  

(1): Characterization. 

How to identify the origin of nanoscale switching behavior obtained from PFM on a heterogeneous 

PZT film?  

Machining learning can be used to categorize switching behaviors obtained from PFM spectroscopy 

on the inhomogeneous PZT film. By clustering similar switching behaviors, the switching loops and 

switched domain in the PFM image can be related. The topography of grains and cross-section of 
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the sample can also help in identify the switching behavior categories. 

(2): Tuning. 

What is the change in the interface of BFO film and how can the injected current be tuned in the 

switching process when pressure is applied to the film? 

The width and the barrier height of the dielectric layer at the interface of the BFO film are changed 

when larger pressure is applied to the film using an AFM tip. The injected current in the switching 

process is modulated by the applied force from the tip; increasing force increases the injected current 

while decreasing force decreasing the injected current.  

(3): Fabrication. 

What parameters affect AFM-based machining in ferroelectric films? And how can ferroelectric 

nanostructures be fabricated accurately with an AFM tip? 

The advantages of AFM-based machining in ferroelectric films are low cost, in situ and self-

customized. The loading force is almost linear with the machined depth while a smaller separation 

between adjacent lines gives a deeper depth. Besides, the machining angle affects machined width 

due to the lateral torsion of the tip. Thus, the machining angle which is parallel to the cantilever is 

the best angle for machining a nanostructure. To fabricate nanostructures on ferroelectric thin films, 

parameters like loading force and machining angle should be determined to get accurate depth and 

width of the nanostructure. 

These results and answers obtained from this thesis could have broader implications for future 

researchers to use force to machine ferroelectric structures and modulate their properties that can 

also be measured by PFM. 

7.2 Future work 

The findings within the framework of this thesis can, therefore, suggest future studies on the 

functional properties in ferroelectrics that arise under different stresses with AFM tips or 

ferroelectric-based electrical devices that can be fabricated by AFM based-machining. Some of the 

suggested further experimental work is outlined below. 
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7.2.1 Photovoltaic effect on ferroelectric film with stress 

The ferroelectric photovoltaic (FPV) effect has been studied widely in the past decade and exhibits 

novel features such as switchable photoresponse, above-bandgap photovoltage, and light 

polarization-dependent photocurrent that are promising to be applied for energy harvesting, as a 

photodetector, and for information storage.1, 2 Numerous studies were reported on enhancing the 

FPV effect by various methods such as thinning ferroelectric film3, polar order engineering4, 

narrowing band-gap5 by introducing the stress of the lattice mismatch and chemical doping. As we 

already revealed the local stress can modulate the interface of the ferroelectric film in Chapter 5, 

the effect of local stress on modulating FPV effect in the ferroelectric thin film is worth to be studied. 

7.2.2 Fabricating of isolated magnetoelectric heterostructures 

Electrically driven magnetic switching (EDMS) is promising in the application of next-generation 

memories or spintronic devices. Some works have reported this EDMS phenomenon on 

ferroelectric/ferromagnetic heterostructures or ferroelectric/magnetic heterostructures in films6 or 

nanostructures.7 Interestingly, Yao et al. reported a shape anisotropy of magnetism in nanoscale 

triangular Co/BFO heterostructures that have six stable equivalent states.8 The polarization 

switching in the BFO layer underneath the Co nanodot can trigger the moment switching of the Co 

nanodot. However, the fabrication of such polygonal structures in ferroelectric/magnetic 

heterostructures is a challenge. Thus, future work on fabricating isolated ferroelectric/magnetic in 

other shapes by AFM-based machining for multistate memory devices may be of interest.  
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